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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1968
LEAVING LITTLE FLOW-
ER Roman Catholic
Church w h ere requiem
mass was held for retired
Patrolmen E. C. "Sug"
Jones are officers of the
Memphis Police Depart-
ment as other policemen
file down steps. Seen clock-
wise are Patrolman E.
Winters, Lt. Thomas Mar-
shall, Lt. R. J. Turner, De-
tective E. E. Redditt and
Lt. Wendell Robinson, Mr.
Jones was a private guard
at the Airways—Lamar
Shopping Center when he
suffered a fatal heart at-
tack. (Withers Photo)
Rites Held For Retired Officer
Who Died 'Upholding Law'
Funeral services for Everige
C. "Sug" Jones, a former
Memphis p o liceman, were
held at the Little Flower Catho-
lic Church last Thursday
afternoon with Monsignor
Joseph Leppert officiating.
Mr. Jones, who retired from
the police force in 1964. and
was given the rank of captain
in retirement, fell dead in
the Shainberg Clothing Store
of the Lamar-Airways Shopping
Center on Monday. Sept. 9,
after he reportedly arrested
two Negro women in their
forties who were stealing dres-
ses.
Witnesses said Mr. Jones,
who was in his late sixties or
early seventies, took three
or four running steps after
the culprits, and then col-1
lapsed as the women raced
out the door without looking
back.
He was carried to John Gas-
ton Hospital where he was pro-
nounced dead on arrival.
"Sug" Jones had been a long-
time a u tomobile mechanic
with the Memphis Police De-
partment back in 1949 when he
learned that Negroes were go-
ing to be employed as patrol-
men.
Though he was unqualified
from the standpoint of age or
made a patrolman, and quick-
ly gained a reputation as one
of the most brutal individuals




Considered by his superiors
as "dedicated to law enforce-
ment," Sug Jones' idea of en-
forcing the law often included
a trip to the alley and a savage
beating for the suspect be-
fore he was carried to jail and
booked.
His victims were always
those persons whose words
would carry little weight in a
courtroom, and none at all
with his superiors.
But when Mr. Jones retired
from the police force and got
a job as a private guard at
the Lamar-Airways Shopping
Center, he came in contact
with a more learned type law-
Heads Bureau
At Police Department
Lt Rufus J. Turner, 46, has
become the first Negro placed
in charge of a bureau with the
Memphis Police Department.
Mr. Turner, who will com-
plete 20 years with the depart-
breaker than he was used to
dealing with, and he frequent.
ly found himself outwitted in
court.
Professional shoplifters, he
said four days before his
death, were well-informed on
the law regarding their special-
ty,and otheres were able to
employ lawyers who could
often get the charges dismissed.
Going before a court which
required more evidence than
he was likely to obtain, he
said, was frustrating, and the
suspects would challenge him
to beat them back to the shop-
ping centers.
Mr. Jones had been hospita-
lized for three weeks this sum-
mer after suffering an earlier
heart attack.
"Sug" Jones was buried in
his olde police uniform, with
the stars and the gold badge
of a captain pinned to it.
1411 Hyde Park; a daughter, 1,045 Attend Witnesses
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Winnie Lee Jones of
Mrs. Rose Marie Peters of
Oakland, Calif.; and four
grandchildren.
Officers serving as active
pallbearers were J. D. Tur-
ner, R. J. Turner, W. Robinson,
T. Marshall, E. Berkley, B. J.
Whitney, E.E. Redditt, M. T.
Burgess and G. L. Small.
Interment was in Elmwood
Cemetery with S. W. Qualls







Cafe Owner Shot After
At High School- Dispute With Patron
A Melrose High School teach-
knocked unconscious ,
nose broken last week 
is on-studen







The victim was Dorsey West
of 1260 Quinn ave., industrial Band At Coconut Grovearts and woodwork teacher atthe school. '
15c




He said his assailant came
up behind him, knocked him
cold, and then escaped.
Before he was attacked, Mr.
saw the The world's champion rock
to leave band, The Trade Marks, will
and kept be presented in a rock and
dance show at the Coconut
Grove at 140 Hernando st.
on Friday, Sept. 20, from 9:30
to 2 a.m.
The Trade Marks is a young
Memphis band which won the
title of vvorld rock music cham-
West said the youth, whom he pions during three-day 
was able to identify for police, petition with other bands at
said he paid taxes and could St. John Terrell's Music Circus
go where he pleased.
The teacher was carried to
Baptist M e morial Hospital
where he required surgery for
a broken nose. After he was
released, he had to remain
home in bed because of dizzi-
ness.
in Lambertville, N.J.
The group also won another
contest on Aug. 16 at the Lake-
land Amusement Park. In
New Jersey, it was compet-
ing with 19 other bands from
the United States and Canada.
Two persons were shot ina woman who shot Theotria
With the world rock title 
separate incidents and a bus
went a prize of $1,000 and an 
driver injured from flying
audition for the Johnny Carson 
glass after someone shot
t
Show. It includes nine mem-
hrough the windshield of a
bers, ages 17 through 20.
Also slated to appear during
the night are Kurl "Soul Or.
gan- M c Kinney and the
Memphians All Star Baud fea-
turing Shirley Richmond and
Joe Perkins, and the modern
interpretive dancer, Lady Mar.
keys, billed as "a charming
bundle of talent," who "also
sings," and is "everybody's
fair lady."
The Coconut Grove was for-
merly the "Flamingo Room"
before it opened under new
management.
Mr. West's face was badly
bruised and it appeared that Li
his assailant had stomped him
in the forehead and left the
print of his heel above the To
victim's eyebrows. High Baptist Post
Taylor To Talk
During Rally
r. Sandy Ray Elected
bus. One woman was in criti-
cal condition from a bullet
wound in the chest.
Mrs. Rosa Lee Kennedy, 37,
of 1334 Inglewood, part owner
of Young's Grill at 1668 Kan-
sas, was shot by a customer
who earlier had accused her of
short changing him.
Police said that at 11 p.m.,
last Saturday night Thomas
Smith, 35, of 355 Boston st.,
claimed he paid Mrs. Kennedy
for an item with a five dollar
bill and was given only change
for a dollar.
After he and Mrs. Kennedy
had become involved in a push-
ing and shoving dispute, she
Igrabbed a bottle and struck
him on the nose.
Smith left the establishment,
and Mrs. Kennedy came out
behind him and continued the
;dispute until he pulled a pistol
Despite the efforts of some' president of the organization. from his car and shot her in
top officials of the National A highlight of the convention the right chest. She was car-
Baptist Convention USA, Inc.,Pwas the announcement that the ried to John Gaston Hospital
Dr. Sandy F. Ray of New York! National Baptist Convention, where her condition was listed
City was elected senior vicel would build a $9 million retail as critical. Doctors expect her
president of the vast religiousland housing development in to recover.
organization during its recentIMiami, Fla. Smith has been arrested and
annual convention in Atlanta. Dr. Joseph H. Jackson, presi- charged with assault to mur-
James I. Taylor, real estate 
Dr. Ray, president of the, dent, said the development will
Empire State Convention and soprovide homes for me 650
pastorbroker who defeated State low and moderate income fam-
Representative A. W 
„Willis Of the Cornerstone Bap-
in the Democratic Prima received the over-whelming Co
tist in New York
ibes.nstruction is scheduled to
Strike Against Hfrom District 5, will outline his votes from the delegates. begin in January 1969. , M ko
der.
Police had no trouble finding
Blackman, 22, of 1617 S. Park-
way East outside of a club at
1165 S. Bellevue last Saturday
night at 11:40 pm.
The officers were parked a
short distance from the scene
of the incident, and drove up
in a matter of seconds and
placed Miss Ola Mae Cochran,
25, under arrest.
Watching Miss Cochran as
she pulled the small calibre
pistol from her purse before
shooting Mr. Blackman were
Patrolmen R. D. Oliver and
E. K. Huff., who were assigned
to the Dog Squad.
Mr. Blackman was struck
in the left arm by a bullet.
Miss Cochran was charged with
assault and battery and carry-
ing a pistol.
George Warr, Jr., 24, of
1993 Rayner, driver for the
Memphis Transit Authority,
was injured by flying glass as
a bullet came through the win-
dow of the vehicle as it was
nearing Chelsea and Willett.
Although a car near the
scene is full of bullet holes,
no one in the area would tell
officers who has been doing
target practice there.
It was the second time in
12 days that a bus has been
the target of a person armed
with a gun in that vicinity.
platform during a Democratic
Rally to be held on Thursday,
Oct. 19, at 6:30 near the corner
of Poplar and Avalon.
All D e mocrat candidates
have been invited to speak at tion.
the rally. At the sa
me meeting, Rev. 13Iack Girl's Life
the National Baptist Conven- Fails To Save 
Enters Its 12th Weekof Virginia, who was the fav-orite eart Transplant
He was opposed for the
position by Dr. Julian Taylor H
of the official family of
No Republican sought office
in District 5, and Mr. Taylor
was without opposition until
race a few days ago. his eleventh term as a vice Sunday died despite desperatelarinciples.•' Some of the corn-
"trampling upon trade unionan independent entered the Convention was reelected to and lungs of another infant
efforts by doctors to revive I plaints against Humko are:
her. no coffee, tea or lunch 
breaks
A spokesman at St. Luke's for some employees; no sen-
Texas Children's Hospital said iority rights; and proposeed
little Debra Lynn Lee suffered rules unfair to its employees.
a cardiac arrest and died at 0.C.A.W. officials have said
11:40 a.m. EDT. that money is not the main
The baby was breathing with issue. "Humko Chemical can
time. Doctors could not restart discriminate between employees
tier new heart after it stopped due to the language in the replaced strikers with scabs.
School, he served in the U. S.
Army Air Force from Oct.
1942 to April 1946 when he
was discharged with the rank
of sergeant.
ment on Oct. 18, is now the
commanding officer of the
Community Relations Bureau. r
A graduate of the Florida
Street Elementary School and
Booker T. Washington High
R. J. TURNER
Two years later he joined
the Memphis Police Depart-
ment as a patrolman. He was
promoted to sergeant in 1949,
to detective in 1960 and made
a lieutenant in Sept. 1963.
Lt. Turner was with the
Homicide Bureau for five years
the Vice and Narcotics Bureau
for four years. and :with In-
ternal Security for four months
before he was made command-
ing officer of the Community
Relations Brueau.
He is the son of Nelson
Turner of 1260 Florida st., and
the late Mrs. Turner.
Lt. and Mrs. Turner are the
parents of four children, Mar-
sha Lynn Turner, 18, who 's
a sophomore this fall at Ten-
nessee A&I State University in
Nashville; Michael Maurice
Turner, 15; Michelle Denise
Turner, 14, and Renaldo Jurden
Turner, five.
The Turners are members'
of the Martin Temple Christian
Methodist Episcopal Church.
As the officer in charge of
Community Relations, Lt. Tur-
ner formulates programs to
bring about more harmonious
relations between the commu-
nity and the Memphis Police
Department.
1 Members of the Oil, Chemi-
A. E. Campbell, pastor of the 
cal and Atomic Workers Union
Columbus Baptist Church of 
local 3-770 have entered the
HOUSTON — (UPI) — A twelfth week in 
their strike!
Memphis and president of the 2-month old black girl who
iTennessee R e gular Baptist 
against Humko Chemical Co. 1 
received the transplanted heart The union accused Humko 
o
West Memphis Seminar
"Jehovah's Witnesses of the
Memphis congregations have
returned from their three-day
seminar in West Memphis,
Arkansas, prepared to teach
honest-hearted persons God's
provision for salvation," Gilbert
Branch, presiding minister
announced.
Sunday, 1,045, including 11
new ministers listened atten-
tively as Willie Anderson, dis-
trict supervisor discoursed on
the subject "God's Way Is
Love."
Mr. Anderson said, "In a
day when selfishness and
greed are flowering and love
has become a missing link it is
most timely for us to examine
how, God's Way Is Love. The
most loving promise God has
made that will solve all prob-
lems in the future is in King-
dom. The instrument to be
SPEAKERS FOR SEMI
NAR — Going over program
seminar for Jehovah's Wit
noises hi West Memphis
used to restore paradise and
destroy the wicked from the
earth. With knowledge of
God's Way of Love we can imi-
tate him by helping others
find happiness in serving
their C r eater. "Examining
our attitude toward the Bible,
God's Word will help us to
see if we appreciated God's
love and if we are worthy for-
eternal salvation, he added.
"In 199 lands, beginning now,
Jehovah's Witnesses are ad-
ministering a six-month free
Bible Study course in homes
of sincere hearted persons,
at the end of the course
families will be qualified to
decide whether to bring their
lives in harmony with God's
Way" or continue following the
traditions and ideals formulat-
ed by man," Mr. Branch said.
are Willie Anderson, dk-
trict supervisor, and Gil-











Mr. Wright is appealing to
churches and civic groups to
aid the families of the strikers.
A union official said, "The
(daily) newspapers, are anti-
union and have not, even as
much as mentioned that our
(OCAW) strike is in progress."."
The 120-member union has
said that the Humko Chemi-
cal has denied the men the
right to arbitration, and has
final beating. contract and wants say-According t  o Mrs. Henry
Debra Lee received the heart so over employees personal' Wright the union is asking
and both lungs of a 1-day-old life and time off," acconlirliii.;:ppc_ in "any way the pub-
baby girl born with a fatal' to a handbill now being circu-lic sees it to help our cause.
brain defect—the first timel fated. Donations may be sent to the
all three organs had been trans- i Mrs. Henry Wright, wife of, Vance Avcnue or Carpenter
planted together. one of the striking employeesi Street Church's of Christ.
ON CAMPAIGN TRAIL —
Atty. George Brown car-
ried his campaign into this
barber shop in District 5 in
his effort to be elected as
State Representative from
the area. An independent,
Mr. Brown is making his
first bid for a political of-
fice. He is opposed
ames 1. Taylor, a Demo-
crat. Looking over litera-










since the Court of Appeals has
held that denial of access to
such reading material vio-
lates constitutional guarantees
of freedom of speech and free-
dom from racial disaimina-This action by LDF sprang
tion, our request was that they,from a decision the U S.
the prison officials, investigateCourt of Appeals for the Fifth
promptly the policies of theirCircuit made in July.
. prison systems and make such
A Negro from a Florida changes in prevailing practices
prison charged that .he was as are necessary to assure the
denied access to The Pittsburhg availability to Negro inmates
Courier, Ebony and Sepia.of newspapers, magazines, and
magazines, all Negro publics-
tions.
In this case (Jackson v. God-
win), the court decided that
"Negro inmates of state or
correctional inatitutions could
not he denied access to maga-
zines and newspapers of rea-
2 "w•




New York N. Y. —Jack Green.' were either not available t
berg, Director-Counsel, NAACP! prisoners or prohibited s
Legal -Defense and Education,/ , reading material.Fund last week dispatched a,
strong statement to prison of- "We have pointed out that
ficials in all eleven southern
states urging them to make
certain that Negro prisoners
are not denied access to black
publications.
other publications addressed
to a Negro audience.
To date, we have had re-
plies from Alabama, Tennes-
see, Arkansas, and also Wash-
ington, D. C. All except Ar-
kansas, said their policies
complied with the court ruling.sonable quality published for
a Negro audience." "The State Board of Cor-
Further, the court found that rections in Arkansas, replied
'rigid scrutiny must be brought that subscriptions to specific 
to bear on the justifications for magazines are contributed by
encroachments on such rights." community groups and that 
The court recognized that its.theY have no voice in these!
decision would be of „far, selections.
reaching consequences, to both" These replies notwithstand-
the federal and state prison ing, LDF cooperating attorneys
-systems, particularly in thelthroughout the South will con-
Fifth Judical Circuit." tinue this investigation. The
"In this, our most recent Prospect is that there will be
action," Greenberg said, I additional litigation in this
have informed the prison of- area."
ficials in the South that LDF
has received numerous com-
plaints from Negro inmates
held in correctional institutions
of their respective states. In
effect, the complaints were
that Negro newspapers, maga-
zines, and Negro history books By FAITH C. CHRISTMAS /
' Dissident members of the
. Congress of Racial Equality
•have threatened to bolt the National Leader Irks Themorganization because of an
"illegal election of a new na-
tional director — Roy Innis --j
and ratification of a constitu-
tion" in CORE's national con-1




A 48-year-old man, who
was arrested for turning in a I
false fire alarm at a firebox
near his home, was found dead
in a cell at the Memphis Po-
lice Headquarters shortly after
midnight, Sunday, Sept. 15.
The victim was John Charlie
Johnson of 1328 Heistan. who
had used his belt to hang him-
self.
Investigation of the death group that favored the con-
is continuing. stitution -
Lucas contends that since
our walkout since we wanted,
the policy of CORE to remain,
as it has since 1942 with the
power in t'ns hands of the rank
and file members of local
chapters."
Lucas said the dissident the National organization of land Target City, funded
group, who seeks to pick up
several other chapters in sup- 1
port, will meet in Columbus,.
Ohio on Oct. 18 through 20 to
decide if they will remain in
CORE or separate and form
a new organization.
"We would like to stay in
CORE." Lucas said, "and take
a positive stand toward re-
lating to the black community 1
but we cannot accept the pre-
sent actions of some factions
!CORE include failure of
national office to initiate a
boycott against General Elect-
ric, althoguh some chapters
have began boycotting the
products, Lucas said.
in CORE who have aligned
Musical Planned one-third of the delegates walk- themselvesed out of the convention, a  with the right-wing and lost their relevancyquorum did not remain to
At Providence
The Hernandes de A
Club of Providence
Church will present a m
program at the church
Sunday, Sept. 22, at 3:30
Featured on the progra
be such outstanding so
as Mrs. Ernestine Buntyn, Mrs,
Maude Scott, Miss Grace Con-
ley, Joe Dison and others
The public is invited to
, other business. -.
Calling it a "power struggle," 
CORE explained that CORE
more should concern itself with "lib-1AmE Lucas said:
usicall -Those of us who walked 
crating black people psycho'.
next out saw how the convention 
uloagnivca,
was successfully sabotaged by CORE has not, he indicated,
l gically, physically and spirit-'
t
p.m.'
m will a power hungry and glory' 
inists seeking faction in CORE led! 
actepctiend its efforts towardg
a broad program forby Roy Innis and under
national 
.
silent consent of the ael
, the masses "who are struggling
for survival in a fight againstchairman. . • racism.
hear "The national chairman, 
wii. 
National members of CORE
the inspirational music pro-
gram.
Mrs. Leola Hines is presi-
dent of the sponsoring club.I
Rev. J. L. Gleese is pastor of
the church. !
. to the blask community
PLAN SCOUTING NIGHT
— "School Night For Scout-
ing" will be held in the ele-
mentary schools of Memphis
and Shelby County on Tues-
day night, Sept. 24, at 7:30,
and parents will be asked
to bring their boys to enlist
them in the program of the
Boy Scouts of America.
Shown here are coordina-
tors representing the South
District of the Chickasaw
Council of the Boy Scouts
of America, and seated on
front row, extreme right, is
Rufus Jones, chairman of
School Night For Scouting.
Dissidents Threaten To Break With CORE
The dissidents walked out of
the convention in protest of
an attempt to pass a CORE
national c o nstrtution which
would establish CORE as a
corporate structure.
Robert Lucas, chairman of
Chicago CORE and temporary
spokesman
group said 11 CORE chapters'
walked out after 12 hours of
"Fighting the well-organized
IIIega 1' Election Of Ne
fred Lssery tried to pass a who participated in the walk-
CORE national constitution to out included Marlene R. Wil-
legally conduct the election or The Chicago Chairman of
iput the power n the hands son. national secretary, Colum-of a few. . on the order of bus, Ohio: Julia Lewis, Southi
Elijah Muhammad's and Roy Central Regional chairman'
Karenga's style. . . this ignited f the
saddle up!
Flip a swingy kiltie on a spht suede saddle oxford
in beige-and-brown combo! Or remove the flap for a
classic tie! Two-in-one fashion, just :L99
BURT
51 S. MAIN STREeT
and senior member o
board of directors and Ezra
Rowry, North Central Regional
Rep., Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Others were CORE chapters
from Gary, Kansas City,
Columbus, Ann Arbor, South
Suburban ales. and members
of Harlem's chapter.
Other accusations leveled at
Lucas
Robert I. Lucas, chairman of Chicago
CORE and spokesman of a dissident group
that threatens to bolt the organization at-
tributed their walkout at the national con-
vention to the actions of these CORE leaders
who elected Roy Innis as national director
the Bourbon that
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the
blamed Innis for
"spending too much time on
CORE projects which do not
reach but a few of the black
communities."
The projects are the Cleve-
by
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1968
$51,000 Turned Over
King FundTo Martin
NEW YORK CITY —
A check for $51,079.98 was pre-
bented to Mrs. Martin Luther
King at the recent NATRA




Guardmark, Inc., is now re-
cruiting trainees for the agencyl
that protects private property,
and applicants between the I
ages of 21 and 62 should apply !
at the Tennessee Department of I
Employment Security at 1328
Monroe, according to Larry
Julian.
Trainees will undergo an ex-
tensive training program in ,
physical security and related
subjects.
The program includes on-the-
job training with the objective
to develop permanent security
guards.
Applicants must be able to
perform the duties, to read
and write, follow instructions
and be eligible for security
clearance.
Beginning trainees will work
and train from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
More information may be
obtained by calling Mr. Julian
at 272-3001.
Ford Foundation; Baltimore
Target City, funded by the, Two
U.S. Labor Department and
the Harlem Commonwealth
Council, funded by 0E0.
Lucas said that the conven-
tion delegates were harassed
by staff members from the
projects who hurled epithets
and voiced physical intimida-
tion when the delegates offered,
different views.
and adopted a new national constitution.
They are (from left): Elijah Turner, trea-
surer; Wilfred Ussery, national chairman;
Roy Innis, national director and Dr. Clyde




A brother and sister, both
members of the United States
Air Force, are home on leave,
visiting relatives.
They are Airman Odell
Eggerson and Airman Gwynne
Eggerson, son and daughter
of Mrs. Willie Mae Egger-
son of 284-D Dixie Mall.
The son has just completed
training as an aircraft main-
tenance technician at Chanute
AFB, Ill., and will go to Laredo
AFB, Tex., for duty assign-
ment.





A combined installation serv-
ice for three chapters of the
Order of the Eastern Star will
be held on Monday, Sept. 23, at
8 p.m. in the Masonic Temple
at 198 S. Fourth st.
The chapters and their wor-
thy matrons are Eunice Chap-
ter No. 46, Mrs. M. V. Reed;
A. D. Byas Chapter No. 194,
r Mrs. Ruth Collins, and Rose of
Sharon Capter No. 126, Mrs.
Johnnie Jenkins.
Music for the program will
be sung by the junior choir of
Cleo Hickman AME Church.
Chapters will be installed by
Clarence E. Isabel. Mrs. A. B.
Barlett will install the Rosa
B. Whitson Sunbeam Chapter.
The public is invited.
Spanking New HUD Building Is D.C.'s
lactic record company officials
The check represented the
firm's contribution to the King
Memorial Fund as a result of
a record breaking Soul Togeth-
er benefit show at Madison
Square Garden on June 28 that
featured Aretha Franklin, The
Rascals, Joe Tex, Sam and
Dave, Sonny & Cher and King
Curtis' band.
In a report issued by Atlan-
tic vice president Henry Allen
the total gross of the affair
was listed at $136,881.28, with
expenses (Garden rental, ad-
vertising, security, etc.) taking
$63,90ess off the top. The net
was $72,971.40.
A check for $21,891.48 was
also given to NATRA (Nat'l
Assn. of Television and Radio
Announcers) for their chil-
dren's summer fund. The as-
sociation is made up predomi-
nantly of Afro American disc
jockees said to number well




A former Memphian, Mrs.
Meryl Branch Glover, died in
Los Angeles, Calif., on Aug.
24. She was the widow of the
late Mr. James Glover, also
a former Memphian.
Before moving to California,
Mrs. Glover was a faithful
member of the Mt. Olive CME
Church at Linden and Lauder-
dale, where she served as
musician for 17 years.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Glover were held at the
Phillips Temple CME Church
in Los Angeles on Thursday,
Aug. 29.
She is survived by one son,





The models for Las doce
Amigas' "Fashions In Splen-
dor," to be held Oct. 6, were
announced last Sunday by the
club's president, Mrs. Julia
Atkins.
The models as named by the
model chairman, Mrs. Joan
Golden are; Mrs. Doris Bowers
Mrs. Judy Eilarid, Mrs. Ruthy
LaGrone, Mrs. P. L. Rowe,
Mrs. Rolena Porter, Mrs.
Pauline Swayze, Mrs. Gwendo-
lyn Walton and Mrs. Aline
McGuire.
The Sheraton-Peabody Hotel
setting will be a familiar tone
for Las Doce Amigas since
many of the clubs events have
been staged there.
General chairman of the
show is Mrs. Denise Hawkins,
with Mrs. Geraldine Miller
serving as co-chairman. Other
members of club are Miss
Ann Fletcher, Mrs. Deborah
Patterson, Mrs. Bernice Harris
and Mrs. Lois Gilder.
Clubs and o rganizations
wishing to attend as a group




First, Modern Structure Of Its Type At Colorado U.




Lyndon B. Johnson dedicated'
with pride the new building of
the Housing and Urban Devel-
opment DepartmOnt which rep-
resents a hallmark of his ad-
ministration.
Looking like a waffle press-
ed into concave Y shapes, the,
10-story structure is large
enough to accommodate the
4300 headquarters personel
who had been scattered in 20
buildings throughout the city.
As HUD Secretary Robert'
C. Weaver expressed it, "Wel
are all within hollering dis-
tance now."
The President used the de-
sign of the building as a call
for a nation that "will always
be like this building — bold!
and beautiful. The new Amen -1
Ca that we build must bej
more than bigger. It must be,
better. It must be more beau-
tiful," the President added.
Some of the outstanding fea-
tures of the building which is
located at 7th and D. St. S.W.;
on a 51e2 acre site are: the:
first federal building so de-
signed, as opposed to the usual'
block or wing types. The first
pre-cast concrete building in:
government.
The total cost, including $1.4
million for the land was $26
million. $6 million less than
was originally estimated and
$2 million less than the Con-
greasional appropriation. The
building is 58E feet long and
372 feet wide with 700,0001
square feet of office space. It
Is air conditioned with flouress
cent lighting, a cafeteria and
two snack bars and a superb
library that will in time be
second to the Congressional
Library in information on
thousands of subjects.
There is a consolidated print-
ing plant in the basement and
a conveyor belt system for
mail and a unique supply




down on storage space in of-
fices. One confusing feature,
however, is the lack of floor
guides to direct persons un-
familiar with the building.
Since there are no reception-
ists to lend assistance, one can
only guess from the color
schemes of the doors on each
floor as to whether he or she
Is going in thc right direction.
140
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo —
'A 1968 June graduate in jour-
nalism from Lincoln Univer-
sity has been awarded a fellow-
ship to study radio journalism
in the graduate school of the
University of Colorado.
Charles Warts, of East St.
Louis, Ill., starts classes next
week at Boulder, Colo., on a








New HUD office building in Washington utilizes waffle-
shapes pressed into concave Ys. President Johnson offi-
ciated at dedication ceremonies.
Get the Best







































































































revolutionary techniques of nar for 13 .Negro teachers of also edited and been a frequentteaching in a program designed, molecular biology and physi-icontributor to the Press Scimi-to enable 100 selected fresh-!,,anev among whom were mrs.lar's Friday Book Report col-man students considered aca-1"—"--
demic risks to compete intel-' 
Alice Smith and . Berry Hemp-,umn. A regular columnist for
. stead, natural science teachers the Delta Review, magazinelectually, socially, and cultu- •in the Tennessee State program, of the South published in Mem-' The Greyhound bus will leaverally with success on entering
Dr. Epstein brought in ten phis, he has had a number of Memphis from the station attheir junior y ar. . .on Friday, Oct. 4.
The program is sponsored Negro freshmen to take the 
articles published in motion 6 
•
by the United States Office of experimental course, among 
picture and theater maga_ and will head back from De
Eudcation, Title III of the whom was Larry McGill, 
a,zines. I troit on, Monday morning, Oct
graduate from Carver-' Mr. Howard and his wife, the 7, at 6 p.m.Higher Education Act of 196.5; 1988
Smith High School at Columbia, former Olivia LeMaster, have l Persons interested in goingthe Carnegie Foundation; the
Tennessee. According to Time two d a ughters, Meg, 13; should make reservations ear-
ly. 1
National Science Foundation;
and the Office of Economic
Opportunity, and is in its
Magazine, Sept. 6, 1568, Dr. and Heather, 10.
Epstein discovered that the
experiment was highly success-second year at Tennessee State
'Iful They understood the papersDr. Darlene Hutson is program 1 1 '
given them as well as hisdirector. 
Brandeis students, and theyIn addition to Tennessee
did so faster.State, the 13 Colleges include
Alabama A&M, North Carolina ."One girl," according to
A & T, Bennett, Bishop, Clark, Time, "even suggested anex-
Jackson State Norfolk State, perim enta 1 technique similar
to one that bad led to a break-Talladega, Voorhees, Florida
through in molecular genetics.",A&M U n iversity, Southern
University, and Lincoln Uni- In addition to Dr. Darlene'
Hutson, program director:
Mrs. Alice Smith, and Berry
cula, the low teacher-pupil Hempstead, the Tennessee
ratio, a learning center, and State teachers studying in the
versity.
The newly designed curri-
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1868
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DEFENDER
Former Porter Student
To Study In England
Eugene Thomas, 18-year-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
McGhee, 900 South Fourth, left
here Thursday for Essex, Eng-
land where he will spend a
year studying at Brentwood,
a high-level preparatory school.
His schooling in England is
being sponsored by the Eng-
lish Speaking Union, an ex-
change program between the
United States and the British
Commonwealth. He is enrolled
at Brentwood on an Interna-
tional School Boy Fellowship.
Young Thomas will return to
the United States next summer
to enter Dartmouth College on
a full four-year scholarship.
Upon completing his work at
Porter Junior High School in
1965, Thomas passed the re-
quired tests and was admitted
to the federal-sponsored "Bet-
ter Chance" program. He was
sent to Dartmouth during the
summer of 1965 for brushup
work and then enrolled at
Western Reserve Academy at
Hudson, Ohio. He was grad-
uated from the academy in
June 1968.
Thomas was at Western Re-
serve on scholarship. He said
he has enjoyed his personal
contacts and is sure he will
like England.
He was recommended to the
"Better Chance" program in
1965 by his guidance counse-
lor.
His mother is a housewife
and father is employed as a
truck driver by the City of
Memphis.
The youth was captain of the
track team at Western Re-
serve during his senior year
at the academy.
Parents Asked To Visit
LeMoyne-Owen Sat.
Parents of students attend-,
ing LeMoyne-Owen have been 1
invited to spend most of the
day, Saturday, Sept. 21, on,
campus as guests of the college.
A coffee hour in the student
center has been scheduled for
the early afternoon, 1:30 to
2:30, followed by an informal
tour of the science building,'
library, Brownlee Hall, Bruce
Hall and the Alma C. Hanson r
Memorial Student Center. 2:30
to 3:30.
Dinner will be served in the
12 TSU Teachers Back
From Study At Tufts
NASHVILLE —Twelve Ten-
nessee State University faculty
members have returned from
Boston having spent eight
weeks at Tufts University in
special study for the institu-
tion's Thirteen-College Curri-
culum Program.
These teachers were studying
ger of the center and social di-
rector at the college, is coordi-
nating the affair.
student center cafeteria from
3:30 to 5, and this will be fol-
lowed by a movie in the little c h
President and Mrs. Hollis F.
SUCCESSFUL STUDENT—Mrs. Rita Olive,
left, and Mrs. Josephine Young, center,
have good reasons for those proud smiles.
they recently visited Defense Depot Mem-
phis to interview a number of Carver High
School graduates now employed by the
big installation on Airways. One of their
former students is Miss Bobbie Cunning-
ham, seated, card punch operator in the— -
Data Systems Office. Mrs. Olive is in the
vocational education department of Carver,
and Mrs. Young is in business education.
While there, the teachers took photos of
graduates at the depot which they will post
at the school to encourage students to con-
tinue their education so that better job op-
portunities will be open to them. (Defense
Depot Photo)
annel 5 To Feature
Price will host a reception for, . .E
Reviews by Edwin Howard, Another recently added fea-, center.
award-winning amus ements hire of the WMC-TV
the parents in Sweeney Hall, ntertainment Reviewsstarting at 7, and there will be,
a dance at 8 in the studenti
Mrs. Dorothy Harris, mana-leditor of the Memphis Press CLOCK REPORT is an "Ask
Scimitar, will be a frequent
feature of the WMC-TV 6
O'CLOCK REPORT beginning
. con uc e g or a number o years e
Persons interested in going
should make reservations by
0663. or Mrs. Willie B. Cun-
ningham 
calling Mrs. E. Reed at 274- show
at 942-1633.
the Mayor" segment, in which
Mayor Loeb answers questions
asked by Memphis citizens.
— Wednesday, September 18. Mr. WMC-TV newsmen Norman
_
Howard will review art andlBrewer. Ed Goetze, Don Hick-entertainment events in Mem-'man, Jack Eaton, Dick Haw-phis, including movies, plays,'ley and Dave Patterson arebooks and art shows, reporters on the program.
Amusements editor of the 
• Mr. Howard won the Boyd' 
Club Plans BusMemphis newspaper since 1945,'
tative and analytical thinking;
science, biological and physi- 
Martin Motion Picture Pagel Tr! p
Award in 1965. The award, pre-r To Detroitcal scientific inquiry; and sented for the best newspaper, ss.
motion picture page productionl For World Seriessocial science, social institu-tions: their nature and change. in its circulation category, 
The Dahlia Social and Chari-This summer at Tufts in the eluded a $500 journalism schol-. yt Club will sponsor a trip tobiology area, Dr. Herman Ep- arship grant in his name to.
petroit for World Series base-stein, a Brandeis biophysicist, Memphis State University.
ball games.d td a month-lon semi- F
cultural enrichment activities
are used in rounding out these
selected 100 students academi-
cally.
Program participants take
English, ideas and their ex-
pression; mathematics, quan-
special program at Tufts were:
Mrs. Erma Dozier, Mrs Vesta
Wheaton,Miss Asalean Spring-
field, Mrs. Nancy Ledet, Cal-
vin Brown, Mrs. Alice Archer,
Reed Straus, Mrs. Erna Jack-





II AND 116 PROOF. 100% BLENDED SCOTCH
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Look up the number you're calling. Jot it down and keep it handy.
Dial carefully. Follow these easy steps and help eliminate wrong num-
bers. And save time. (P. S. You'll find complete dialing information in
the front of your telephone directory.)
South Central Bell
41-8 oz. Cons




The K e n nedy Democrat
Organization will endorse no
stray or independent candidates
for the November election,
Mrs. Katie Sexton, president of
the organization announced'
this week.
"We will urge all to support
Democrats from Hubert H.
Humphrey for president, down
to candidates on th e ticket
down to state legislators," she,
said.
The organization's next meet-
ing will be held on Sunday,
Sept. 21, at the North Memphis
Club at 1252 Jackson beginning
at 7 p.m.
All Democrat candidates are




enrolled 756 students for the
first semester.
First semester enrollment
last year was 625.
LeMoyne College and Owen
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Annual Women's Day will
be observed at the Summer-
field Baptist Church at 1383
Boxwood St. on Sunday, Sept.
22.
The morning sermon will be
given by the pastor, Rev. Leon
Brookins.
The guest speaker for the
afternoon will be Mrs. Helen
Waterford, a member of Sal-
em-Gilfield Baptist Church and
librarian at Hamilton High
School. The public is invited.
Mrs. Virginia Dare Harris is
chairman of Women's Day,
Mrs. Naomi Gray co-chair-
man, and Mrs. Georgia Harris
church reporter.
Union Baptist
PRIZE-WINNING BABIES — A Baby
Contest was held at the Galilee
AmE Church at 1480 Oaklawn on August
21, and these babies were the prize win-
ners. They are Pia Lynn Thornton, winner
of the first prize; Joy Lynn Gibson, win-
ner of second prize, and Email Calvin,
third prise winner. Mrs. Ella Flanigan was
chairman. Re,. Creed Ashurst is pastor
of the church. Henry Ford Photo)
Will Celebrate Arthur Ashe Lauds
Women's Day
Annual Women's Day will be
observed at the Union Baptist
Church at 208 Turley St. on
Sunday, Sept. 22.
The morning message will
be given by M. J. W. Wt
wife of the pastor.
Speaking at the after-
noon program will be Mrs.
Inez Brook, a member of St.
Peter Baptist Church.
Mrs. Emily Dandridge is
chairman of Women's Day,
Mrs. Gertrude Jackson co- U.S. National Open tournament.Ftion on American tennis courts, private clubs 1chairman, Mrs. Isabel Adams The Davis Cup team member Ashe, who was reared in Rich- 
."
program chairman, Mrs. Lu- Ashe said the United States To.Meet Thursdaysaid if black power was de- mood, Va., said "I have got-Lawn T e n n i s Associationcille Perkins publicity chair- fined as racial pride and voting ten used to me sticking outman. and Mrs. W. P. Clay co- (USLTA) has passed an anti- The Hamilton High Schoolfor representatives who repreJlike a sore thumb on thechairman of publicity. discrimination clause and thatt PTA will meet on Thursdaysented Negro interests, it was courts. Everything isn't a bowl he was looking
a good thing. o
Turning to the now cancelled than 20 years ago. But it's not
Olympic boycott by black ath;good enough."
Positive Black Power
letes, Ashe said, "on the sur-i
face of it, the walkout would
not have been good at all. I
He said there was no preju-
dice on the Davis Cup team,
•
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, nil
Motlow-Brooks Recital To Be Given Sunday
Alfred Motlow and Harold
Brooks, two outstanding male
vocalists, will be presented
in recital next Sunday after-
noon at 5 p.m. in the sanc-
tuary of the Mt. Pisgah CME
Church.
The concert is being spon-
sored by the B. R. Danner
Club of the church, which for
a number of years has pre-
sented outstanding artists, some
from out of town.
This year, the club is pre-
senting two local singers.
Mr. Motlow, a guidancel
counselor at Corry Junior High
School, is a graduate of Ten-
nessee State University.
As a student there he sang
with the Meister Singer Mr.
Motlow also attended Fisk Uni-
versity in Nashville and was
a member of the Fisk Jubilee
Singers.
He is a member of the Metro
Guild Singers, a local group,
and minister of Music for Col-
lins Chapel CME Church. Mr.
Motlow belongs to Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity.
Mr. Brooks, a tenor, IS
Mt. Vernon Women Set
graduate of West Virginia State
College, where he received
much of his musical training.
He was also a student of the
late Madame Florence Mc
Cleaves. He belongs to Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Mr. Brooks Is an employee
of the Universal Life Insurance
Company.
The music-loving public of
Memphis will enjoy a rare
treat in attending the Motlow. 
Brooksrecital.
Mrs. Hattie Swearengen
program chairman, and Mr-s.
Ward president of the
B. R. Danner Club.





a Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, p.
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me.
chanics who want steady employment in large, Monty shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
$2,000 Goal For Sunday
Minister Gets
School Post
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Arthur Ashe, the only top-
ranked Negro tennis player
in the United States, said
black power, positively stated,
["is not unamerican. It is very
American."
Ashe appeared on the Colum-
bia B r oadcasting System's
program "Face the Nation."
Last week he won the first
TUPELO, Miss. —The Rev. i
J. 0. Lowe, noted minister and
educator, has been appointed
assistant s u perintendent of
Lee County schools by Roy
Belk, Lee County school super-
intendent.
In making the announcement,
Mr. Belk was lavish in his
praise for Rev. Lowe as a
longtime minister and educa-
tor. •
Rev. Lowe is now serving
as presiding elder of the East






Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Parrish
nf Chicago spent the first week
of September with Mr. and
Mrs. L. V. Harris of Sacra-
mento, Calif.
Accompanying them to Sacra-
mento were Mrs. Carrie Perry
of Detroit and Mrs. Corzette
Gaston. Sr., of 941 Annie at.,
Memphis, mother of Cor-
7ette Gaston, Jr., well-known
Memphis drycleaner.
v,-bile visiting the home of
the Ilarriscs, the visitors were
driven to San Francisco, Oak-
land and several other cities
in the Bay area.
Mrs. Gaston plans to return
to Memphis this week.
The Harrises are former







CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED





would h • voted • inst it noting' "
Annual Women's Day at the
Mt. Vernon Baptist Church at
547 Mississippi blvd., on Sun-
day, Sept. 22.
The featured speaker for the
program at 3 p.m., will be
Mrs. Archie Mae Pratcher of
Middle Baptist Church, who
will speak on the theme,
"Christian Women Emerging
With Faith in the Changing
Era," based on Heb. 11:1.
A well-organized group of
women of the church is in
charge of the program, and
my best friend is includes Mrs. P. V. McMillan,
There are better ways of pro- white." general chairman, and Mrs.
testing." I Pressed by questioners, Ashe Gloria Morgan, co-chairman.
Be said one way would be said he would refuse to play Mrs. Lenora Scurlock is gener-
beating tennis players from at clubs which refused mom- al chairman, and Mrs. Hattie
South Africa on their home bership to Negroes. But, he Helms program chairman.
courts. added, "I am not out to overtly
Referring to the racial situa- change membership policies ofl
f cherries,but it is better
 ,-mmemeweime..,
THIS IS THE STORY ABOUT MY MIRACLE,
States Mr. Shilo Neal,
1557 Tyler St., Gary, Indiana.
WHAT PRAYER AND THE WONDERFUL REV,
COSTONIE DID FOR ME.
I am only 37 years old, yet I
hod crippling arthiltus in all my
limbs; I was urable to walk and
was even bent double with pain.
I had to take sick leave from my
job at the steel mills. Even my
manhood was affected. I went to
hospitals and to private doctors,
yet my cas• astounded them. I had
given up hope when I heard of
REV. COSTONIE. REV. COS-
TONIE told m• to put my case In
the hands of God; then he prayed
for inc and gave m• a set of pray-
ers to carry. Three days later I
was able to move about freely for
the first time in months, Everyday
I have grown better; The swelling
in my limbs, continues to go down.
I am bock at v•ork at th• steel
n,ill s, able to take care of my
family. My manhood completely
restored. I needed money to pay
my bills and he got results quickly.
Anyon• with a money, job or family problem should do as
did, write him at 927 E. 47th St. Chicago, Ill. 60653 Or phone
him for on appointment at WA 4-4969, •
MR. SHILD NEAL
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH




. Dirt, grease, grime sod other poisons In
the air can raise havoc with skin and
complexion. Delicate skin may suffer the
worst, and even normally healthy akin
can become Irritated. Blemishes, blotches
and blockheads may appear. Color, hue
and appearance of complexion mly
change. Fragrant creamy white PALMERI
"SKIN SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM is a
medicated cream, containing the teH
official strength of ammoniated mercer,'
recognired by the United States Pharma-
copeia es a local inhibitory antisept,c.
Its medical properties are generally
recognized by the profession, and derma-
tologlats often prescribe it "SKIN SUC-
CESS" CREAM tones the shades of your
skin, for fairer, clearer, natural looking
loveliness. It fades freckles, removes
that weather-beaten nun tanned look,
aide In removing blackheads. smoothing
'arse pores. Wouldn't you like to try




Ashe had not spoken out on
racial issues until recently. He
said he was doing so now be-
cause "in these times, it is
really a mandate that you do
something. You cannot sit by
and let the world go by."
iltoni
night, Sept. 19, at 8 p.m.
A film entitled "How To
Help Your Child Get the Most
Out of School" will be shown.
All parents, teachers, friends
and patrons of the school are
invited.
Mrs. Joseph Simmons is PTA
president, and Oliver Johnson
HOEHN HAS GOT IT:
TWO BEST PLACES TO GEE









with the deep-acting foamy medication of
' SKIN SUCCZ SS" SOAP It beauty bathes
while it fights germs that often Agra-
vats perepiration odors . makes you
sore TS to be near. PeiMlil
sr OW.
inert nth* Illue 6 Gold neiebsgel
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive Bids for the Painting of the Exterior of
Lemoyne Gardens Housing Project, Number; Tennessee 1-4, 1-4A until 10:00 o'clock
A. M. Central Standard Time on Friday, the 27th day of September, 1968, at 700 Adams
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee at which time and place all bids will be publicly'o-pened
rind read aloud.
Propcl.ed forms of contract documents, including specifications, are on file at the
office of the Memphis Housing Authority at 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee,
where they may be obtained by those wishing to bid.
Bid Security in the form of a Money Order, Certified Check or Cashier's Check, made
payable to the Memphis Housing Authority, or a satisfactory Bid Bond in the amount not
less than five percent (5%) of the bid, will be required, and must accompany the bid.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for a satisfactory perfor-
mance and payment bond.
Attention is called to the fact that not less than the minmum salaries and wages as
set forth in the Specifications must be paid on this project.
The Mom phi s Housirg Authority reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to
waive any informalities in the bidding and to award the contract to whomsoever it de-
sires.
No bid shall be withdrawn for a per ad of (30) days subsequent to the opening of
bids without the consent of the Memphis Housing Authority.
All Bidders must be licensed contractors in the State of Tenn•ssee and must sub-
mit evidence of some at the time of opening of bids.
All Bidders must also have City of Memphis Privilege license and submit evidence
of same before commencing the work.




Thirteen groups, which in-
clude five women and one
man, are seeking to raise
$2,000.
Group leaders are Mrs. J. L.
Netters, Mrs. Thelma Elion,
Mildred Nolen, Mrs. Marzet
Curtis, Mrs. Nellie Smith,
Mrs. Carolyn Thompson and
Mrs. L. V. Springfield.
Also Mrs. Josephine Turner,
Mrs. Ann Walton, Mrs. Pauline
Dixon, Mrs. Maceo Redwood,
Mrs. Rosie Shaw and Mrs.
Minnie Smith.
The pastor, Rev. J. L. Net-
ters, is inviting the church's
many friends from across the
city to attend all services of
the day.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYES
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gown
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For individuals And Groups







°YOUR Company Makes Whet Tee Ask fa AM
Creates Whet Yee Think or
WONDER BREAD
hi the new Sta-Fresh wrapper
stays fresher to taste fresher!
You simply can't serve a fresher tast-
ing bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's Sta-
Fresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actu-
ally airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
wrapper you'll notice the Good House-
keeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assur-
ance that Wonder Enriched Bread is
1r,
baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children devel-
op in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread ...now in tb.,
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.
44). WONDER
ENR IC HID SPREAD
• • helps buihl stmng bodies 12 ways. 
.40114

























Contest Is On To Name Sesquicentennial Rose
Ott ie.
, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1968
• -10,-gr ••••••••••••••••
DEFENDER
A newly-developed rose will gested should be short, easily tered contain no more than tered with the
be named in honor of Memphis' pronounced and easily spelled, two words. Any names sug-! Society will
150th birthday and officials of It is that titles en- gested that are already regis- automatically,
the S e s quicentennial have
launched a county-wide contest




Inc., announced that Patterson
Roses, of Houston, Texas, is
the developer of the hybrid to
be named in reco,.trution of the
City's Sesquicentennial cele-
bration
The rose is of the grandiflora
variety. In color, it is of the
pink blend classification bear-
ing hues of gold and orange.
Other famous pink blend hy-
brids are President Hoover.
Peace, Helen Traubel and
Sutter's Gold.
Mrs. E. 0. Schwamm, public
relations director for the
Memphis Rose Society, headed
a committee that conducted a
successful nationwide search
for a suitable rose to bed
named for Memphis' 150th anni-
versary. Other committee mem
bers were Mr. Jack Adamo and
Mr. Walter McCall. also di-
rectors of the Memphis Rose
Society, and consulting rosari-
ans for the American Rose
Society.
The contest to name the
Sesquicentennial rose began
last Thursday. September 12
and ends at midnight, Thurs
day, September 26.
All residents of Memphis
and Shelby County are eligible.
To the person who submits the
winning name suggestion, a
first prize of a $100 Savings
Bond and a cutting of the rose
will be presented. Second
prize is a $50 Savings Bond and
ment in Britain, Japan and men in San Francisco, and with the war." They have called a plant: and third prize is a
War in; Vietnam. In Japan the largestl across the country a special!.for "two, three, many Colum-,$25 Savings Bond and a plant.




I reaches an all time high squicentennial rose naming
ond at the University of Chi
-At the 
S t udent Mobilization; the campuses this fall. I contest must be submitted,At student conference a Committee also decided tolcago, decided to call for mas-I
!panel of servicemen and vete- undertake the defense of Pvt.' In response to a call by The 
l either by postcard or letter,
sive antiwar demonstrations in Resistance, an antidraft organi-I to Memphis Sesquicentennial,
zation, the SMC has called for Inc., Room 505, City Hall,
antidraft actions Nov. 14. Memphis 38103. Names sug-
rans discussed ways of taking,
the antiwar movement to the ;
GI's. Pvt. Steve Dash, from'
Fort Jackson. explained, "The
GI has never oeen so receptive
as now to the antiwar mes-
sage. He knows the Paris talks
are not designed to help him."
The fall demonstrations will
include a march by service-
Allen Myers, a Fort Dix soldier
who faces a possible court-
martial for distributing Stu--
dent Mobilization Committee
antiwar leaflets to his fellow
GI's.
The student antiway artivists
also issued a call for high
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First Payment April 1969
All FRIGIDAIRE Air Conditioners Must Go
Some Floor Models, Display Models, Loaners, Few
1968 Mod•ls, 1969 Mod•15, All Carry 5 Y•ar
Factory Warranty ... On• Year Free Service
5,000 BTU to 24,000 BTU
111111111111111010111011110
1 igoommilmog
E 12,000 ITU ' l 18,700 BTUModel AP-12304 Model A-1938N
FRIGIDAIRE FRIGIDAIRWRIGIDAIRE
AIR CONDITIONER AIR CONDITIONER BIG "WORKHORSE"
AIR CONDITIONER
12,000 BTU Model A-12311L •6,000 BTU Model AEC-6M..24,000 BTU Model A•2430KA
WHY WORRY? LET US
De Yew. Ileetricel Wiring Properly. 1,1-
.1.11 Your Air Conditioner. Sell You the
Proper Air Conditioner You tilood-end
Combine All on One Eaty-t•-Pay immediate
Contract.
3114 'Somas (Hwy. 51 N) 2574 Lamar
Phone 358-4585 Phone 743-5370
ALL:4 STORES ARE OPEN EACH NIGHT 'TIL 9
Look at all the things Look at all the things
we changed. we kept.
We gave all these new-models pretty
new faces. This model, the 174, has a spring
motor that automatically advances
the film for you. It's less
than $30 in an outfit.
We took our budget model
and added an electric eye that
automatically sets the lens for
you. It's the 134 and it's
less than $28 in an outfit.  
We gave this model, the 314,
an easy setting for pictures as close as
two feet. It has a sharp f/8 lens
and an automatic electric eye.
It's less than $40 in an outfit.
We changed the batteries
in all these new cameras to
the button kind that is more
dependable. This is the 124, our
budget model. It's less than $20
in an outfit.
We also gave •
the 414 a special
setting for pictures




eye, and sharp f/8
lens. It's less than
$50 in an outfit.
Instant loading. All you do
is drop in a film cartridge and shoot.
This we wouldn't change for anything.
It's one of the things that make these
cameras so popular all over the world.
Taking all three kinds.
Another thing we
wouldn't change is the
way you can take
color snapshots, color
slides or black-and-




The flashcube. You just
pop one on when you need more
light, and take four flash
pictures without touching a




price. That's for the
Kodak Instamatic
124 color outfit with
the camera, flash-
cube, wrist strap,
batteries and Kodak film
for color prints.
In other words, everything
you need to take the
pictures you want.
The new Kodak Instamatiecarreras.
FOUR CONTESTANTS
One of these young women
will be crowned "Miss B.
E. A." when the Bertha
Evans Auxiliary of Walker
Memorial Christian Church
stages its fifth annual Fash-
ion Show at the church at
483 Flynn rd. next Sunday
from 5 to 7 p.m. From
left are Misses Loretta Gre.
gory, Lillie B. Whitlock,
Margaret Hassell and
Carolyn Smith. Proceeds
from the affair will be used
to buy furniture and recrea-
tional equipment for the
church fellowship hall for
the benefit of community
children. Persons wishing
to help one of the above
contestants should mail
donations to the church.
I (Henry Ford Photo)
Massive Anti-War Protest Scheduled For Oct. 21-27
The S t udent Mobilization
Committee to End the
Vietnam (SMC) at a
the fall.
The conference, attended by
representatives of 60 colleges
and 20 high schools from acorss
the countr: hi,s scheduled a
week of p•rit-st frIrn 0?tuber
21-27.
The ani war actions will be
aimed at strengthening ties be-
tween the antiwar movement
around the world and Ameri-
can soldiers both in the U.S.:
And stationed overseas. The I
actions were set in response

















Come in or CALL
MR. HOLMES
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A Better Deal
Negro strategists must now center
their attention on the means by which
to coalesce the Negro vote so as to make
a truly determinative instrument in the
flaming contest for the Presidency. The
battle this year will be waged with a
severity akin to savagery. The issues are
sharply defined and the lines of demarca-
tion are clearly drawn. There is nothing
in the Republican platform to attract the
Negro vote. Indeed, the GOP leadership
does not think that vote is important.
Consequently the party is not going out
of its way to lure the Negro back into
the fold.
The lesson of 1964 has not driven
home yet. Goldwater's stunning defeat
and the cause of that defeat obviously
have been forgotten. Republican chief-
tains are depending on the Southern vote
to offset the loss of the Negro vote. They
fohet that George Wallace will corner
much of the Southern vote.
Nixon has already committed him-
self to Dixie. Besides, he and Goldwater
share in common the view that the Re-
publican Party can capture the White
House without the Negro vote. In 40
years, they were able to achieve that
distinction but once. That miracle in
1952 was not wrought by GOP strategy
or party commitment. It was Eisenhow-
er's unprecedented popularity that res-
cued the party from oblivion.
The Democrats too have problems on
their hands beside Vietnam and the yet
sterile Paris peace talks. They must heal
intra-party wounds and find a reliable
formula for the resolution of slums and
poverty-the twin evils of the American
society.
The Democratic platform contains
a thoughtful review of the country's con-
temporary problems and a reasonably
specific roster of recommendations. It
promises to initiate better means to
solve the pressing domestic problems
which which weigh heavily on the na-
tional conscience. And, it is precisely here
that the Party and the country have
paid the heaviest part of the price for
involvement in Vietnam.
It is unlikely that the pressing do-
mestic problems can be attacked ef-
fectively until a national administration
is able freely to focus its attention upon
them as matters of primary concern-not
as distractions from a struggle overseas.
However appropriate and convincing
may be the plans for national reordering
of the country, one bold fact remains
that a divided Democratic Party with-
out the black vote cannot possibly win
the November elections. Negro strate-
gists have, thus, a splendid opportunity
to press their demands for a better deal
for the Negro across the board.
Black Capitalism
Black Capitalism, which is strug-
gling for a foothold, may have ground on
which to anchor hope for fulfillment of
its objectives. The rich and powerful Rip-
on Society sees in it more than mere
accommodation of a dream. It is, in the
considered judgement of the society's
members, a practical, though experimen-
tal, means of removing the Negro burden
from the shoulders of the white man.
The Congress of Racial Equality,
which has been giving much impetus to
the idea, seemed to have not pleaded in
vain for its acceptance. Though CORE is
considered a gushingly militant organiza-
tion, Richard Nixon, GOP Presidential
hopeful, shares the views of the First
Pennsylvania Banking and Trust Com-
pany and General Electric that black ca-
pitalism as fostered by CORE is probably
the quickest and surest way of ending
slum poverty.
In a recent syndicated column, the
famous writer-John Chamberlain, refer-
red to Richard Cornuelle, author of "Re-
claiming the American Dream," who
works up voluntary slum rehabilitation
projects for the National Association of
Manufacturers, as saying that "if every
church in America were to make itself
responsible for creating three jobs, it
would wipe out unemployment in Ameri-
ca."
Chamberlain agrees with that as-
sumption and says: "If every Negro con-
gregation could invest $10 a month a
person for 36 months in some new busi-
ness enterprise, think of the productivity
that would result. And, if every big cor-
poration in America would imitate G.E.
and underwrite a Negro business by
giving it an important contract, it could
change the words of the song "We shall
overcome" to "We have overcofe."
Teachers Want Equal Power
Fourteen years ago, after an in- the nation to demand separate but equal
depth examination of sociological studies power in running the big city schools.
along with the jurdical aspects of ram- T h e militant African-American
pant racism in America, the U.S. Su- Teachers Association in New York took
preme Court handed down the landmark under advisement the possibility of se-
school decision outlawing segregation of vexing ties with the United Federation of
the races in the public schools. The con- Teachers. While Negro teachers are or-
sequences of that decision have tended ganizing in their own camps, the Na-
to reshape the nation's thinking about tional Educational Association is trying
the Negro question. to merge white and black affiliates in
The Negro himself has had to be Dixie.
awaken to the need for the assertion of A committee is already planning to
his own rights in an area in which there discuss forming a national organization
had not been heretofore any agitation for of Negro teachers. However, leaders of
redress at all. Since May 7, 1954, much other groups of Negro teachers are hesi-
has been done through an aroused public tant to consider final disaffiliation from
consciousness backed by District courts' the NEA.
decisions toward implementation of the Though knowledge of a mass move-
Supreme Court's order. ment to build this new Negro Teachers
By and large the logic of school in- organization is denied, there is ground
tegration has been accepted, though with to believe that dissatisfaction with the
reluctance in some instances. The princi- manner in which Negroes are assigned to
ple has been established beyond the sha- administrative posts will eventually lead
dow of a doubt. Now a new wrinkle has to a separate organization, unless the
been thrown into the issue. Negro teach- NEA would go to bat for an equitable
ers, who have been among the victims of share of the power-control for Negroes.
school imbalance, are organizing across
NEW TV SHOW THIS FALL
r-
MY VIEW
Creation Of Julian Bond
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Some years ago, the University of
Georgia kept Horace Ward out of its law
school on the ground that he was not
qualified, despite the fact that Ward
held an A.B. from Morehouse and an A.
M. in Political Science from Atlanta Uni-
versity. Top officials from the Universi-
ty argued that it was Ward's lack of the
proper Academic credentials that kept












Ward went to Ben E. Mays
North Western University and earned
his Law degree there. It is ironical that
the same Horace Ward was one of the
lawyers who argued the case for Hamil-
ton Holmes and Charlayne Hunter to en-
roll in the college of the university of
Georgia and won it.
Now here comes young Julian Bond,
28. His case is just as ironical and even-
more spectacular than the Ward case.
Eugene Patterson of the Atlanta Consti-
tution is right when he says that the
Georgia Legislature created Julian Bond.
He referred to the time when Julian
Bond, while a student at Morehouse was
put out of its visitors' gallery. His pro-
fessor and some other students were not
allowed to sit in the gallery in non-seg-
regated seats. This ouster made Bond I
popular here in Atlanta, and helped him
to be elected to a seat in the House of
Representatives.
When Bond said in essence that al-
though he would not burn his draft card,
he could understand why those who
burned them did it and did not condemn
their action, the Georgia Legislators be-
came furious and denied him a seat in
the Legislature for a long time until the
Supreme t ourt ruled that the Georgia
Legislature had to give him a seat. Be-
sides, the State had to give Bond his
back pay.
Recently Lester Maddox and Demo-
cratic Leader James Gray picked their
delegates to the Democratic National
Convention. A group led by Julian Bond
challenged the Maddox-Gray behavior in
that the delegates had not been chosen
in a democratic manner. The Governor
was sure that his delegation would be
seated by the Credential Committee in
Chicago, but only half of the regular
delegates were seated by the committee
thus giving the other 50 per cent to
Bond and his group. The Credential Com-
mittee, it seems to me, did the right
thing. Large delegations like New York
and California rallied to the cause of the
loyal democrats led by Mr. Bond.
It is a great day to see what happen-
ed in the Ward case and now in the
Julian Bond case. White politicians can
no longer treat Negroes as they please
and get away with it. Everyone knew
that Julian Bond could not win the Vice
presidential spot but it was a straw in
the wind and is prophetic of the things
to come. The white man is smart but in
some areas where black people are con-
cerned he is sometimes stupid and has
much much to learn.
Race Pressman
W:th Nixon
NEW YORK — Another Ne-
gro newsman has been added




J. Robert Smith, veteran
court reporter for the Pasa-
dena (Calif.) Independent Star-
News, is serving as press aide
to Herbert G. Klein, communi-
cations director for the cam-
paign.
Smith's byline was closely
followed during his coverage
of the yogic slaying of U.S.




serving a metropolitan popula-
.1. ROBERT SMITH
tion of 100,000, is a member
the Bidder chain of newspa- 
pers. Smith is on loan to the
Nixon organization by his pub-
lisher, Bernard J. Bidder, for
the duration of the campaign.
11 Blacks
On Trial
PLAINFIELD, N.J. — The
trial of 11 of the dozen black
suspects who were singled out
and arrested after last year's
riots here and charged with
beating a white policeman to
death started here under the
most elaborate security pre-
cautions which are becoming
more severe each week in
America.
Because of the greater num-
ber of defendants, the trial
A Point
Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
GREAT CAMPAIGN ISSUE
As the campaign progresses it becomes more and
more evident that the unresolved problem of the black
citizenery is the only remaining issue on which there
has not been a definitive pronouncement by either
candidate. Both Humphrey and Nixon have made their
position clear on the war in Vietnam. They have
utilized all the persuasive logic in support of the con-
Lention that the unpopular conflict in Southeast Asia
must be brought to an end. And there seems to be no
disagreement between them on the controversial issue
of law and order.
It is on the question of slum and its correlative in-
cidence of poverty and discrimination that the think-
ing of both Presidental candidates has been imprecise.
We don't believe that Nixon would ever find it con-
venient to clarify his stand on the racial question. He
is using Sen. Brooke as a decoy to lure the black vote
to the Nixon ledger without committing himself fully
and unequivocally on the burning black issue.
He may interpolate more rhetorical emphasis in
his four-month-old radio speech on the exclusive utili-
zation of black capital as a legitimate and practical
way of avoiding a collision with the white man's eco-
nomic domain and power. For, if this hypothesis
should ever become a reality, separation of the races
would become a jpng-sought fulfillment of the dream
of the hard-core white advocates of racial segregation.
Articulation of such a theme would not be at
variance with the wishes of Nixon's Dixie supporters.
While it would also be construed by some black mili-
tants as an exhortAtion to their separatist movement,
black capitalism as an entity divorced from the main
stream of the American economy is unacceptable to
a large segment of the black community.
It is in this context that candidate Humphrey has
a superb opportunity to hammer at the race issue with
all the logic and rhetorical force at his command.
He should stress not black capitalism, which is
impractical in both theory and practice, but the un-
finished business of civil rights and the yet undis-
charged responsibility of white America to help the
American black man attain his dream of equality, free-
dom, and power.
It is the area in which Humphrey can much hay
against an opponent who can't even afford to whisper
racial equality within the earshot of his followers.
Humphrey has already established his higtorical iden-
tity with civil rights. What he need do is to reaffirm
his convictions in the context of the black struggle
against poverty, slums and segregation.
This is the strategy that will corner the black
vote in sufficient numerical strength to make a De-
mocratic victory possible. Thus far, the outlook is
not too encouraging.
ne For All
The Tri-State Defender news-
paper recognizes and appre-
ciates its role in the communi-
ty life of Memphis.
It is the primary role of the
Defender to present and inter-I
pret the actions and aspira-
tions of that important segmenti
of the community's citizens!
sometimes designated as Ne-
groes, or "black people", or
"Afro-Americans". Rega rd-
less of the designation used for
this segment, the Defender
realizes its role among them
and for them.
For instance,in the case of
the Defender's handling of the
news about young Negro
men involved in the war in
Vietnam, the prevailing policy
is to give as frequent and as
prominent coverage of what
happens to these young men
as possible. . . regardless of
social position, education, or
military rank. When the De-
fender gets the news about
them. . .particularly the news
that portrays them as the
heroes which they are. . .the
Defender plays them up.
Any time one youth does not
receive what might be consid-
ered adequate coverage by
some, or any time a youth may
receive what some might con-
sider preferential treatment in
Defender pages, it may be
considered as inadvertent and
not a purposedly done discri-
mination.
All Defender readers are
asked to accept this as the
basic policy of this newspaper
. . .a policy based on that
deathless statement of the
past. . ." With malice toward
none and charity toward all".
That is the Defender policy in
repor-ting the casualities and
experiences of the Vietnam






ALGIERS — (UPI) — The
Civil war in Nigeria Saturday,
divided the African states at-1
, tending the fifth meeting of the 
African Organization of Unity
(OAU).
' President Kenneth Kaunda off
Zambia, which supports the
breakaway Republic of Biafra,l
planned to leave Algiers Sun-,
day, a day early. He was re-
ported to have had a tiff with
President Houari Bomediennel
victed.
of the "Plainfield 11", in which of Algeria which su rts th
the Picking of a IarY Cow Ls federal Nigerian government.
expected to last a full month, Informed sources said Kaun-has even more security Pre- de would travel to Paris,
cautions than the West Coast where he has scheduled talks ends Monday.tribunal in which Black Panther Wednesday i th President Reports persisted that Al-of founder Huey Newton was eon. Charles De Gaulle, who sup- gerian and Kinshaka (former
To date precautions to pre- P°MrtsucBh oilifrfa. 
Belgium Congo) represents-the disagreement lives were trying to work outserve the safety of witnesses over Biafra took place at se- a compromise on Moise Tahom-are greater than those taken in cret OAU meetings Saturday, be, the Rulings rebel and for-the case of James Earl Ray, But the issue could spark open met' Congolese premier heldaccused assassin of Dr. Martin debate when Emperor Haile in an Algiers jail since June,Luther King Jr. Seaside of Ethiopia presents' 1967.
a special committee report on
the civil war.
It was not coesidered likely
the 40-member GALT would be
able to take any concrete ac-
tion on United Nations Secre-
tary General Thant's appeal
to do something "in the name
of humanity" to end the war.
Nigerian representatives told
the conference that the con-
flict was an internal affair and
the Lagos "will not allow any
Intervention,"
The Nigerian affair could de-
lay OAU action on a number
of other matters scheduled for








































Included in the list of return-
ing monogram winners is the
passing combination of quarter-
back Herman Mathews ands being the key to split end Julian Martin. LastEasgles' chances for the 1968 fall as sophomores, the Mgridiron season. AND M duo was one of theAn assistant coach at the Dur- most fearsome ones in theham School for five yearsCIAA Conference. Mathewsbefore taking over this year'completed 78 of 159 passesfor James Stevens, now acting for 1,169 yards and five touch-,athletic director, Quiett sum-
med up his prospects for the;
1968 season with a lot of "it'
clauses.
"If the boys are able to
master a new offense, if they
they can shake off a defeatish
attltudt, if they can adjust to
new concepts of coaching, if
the squad stays free of injuries,
and if the ball bounces our
way and we get the breaks, we
may have a pretty fair season."
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1968 DEFENDER
so:+••••.2.P.repl'or Arts. Arld•-• se's-Ae5er-409,'W704:11r10-,Ir.fi'VP:fireg".0Jr-0 v---fr ;
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'If' Is Key Word At N.C.C. Gov. Maddox Proposes Wallace-Daley Ticket
DURHAM, N. C. — :North 1967 squad is linebackerCarolina College's head foot- William Stanton.ball coach George Qiett is
not trying to rewrite Rudyard
Kipling's peom, "If", but the
first-year field boss does cite
"ifs" a 
mons, tis Ail s ton , Daniel
Hyman and Eugene Thompson.
QuQiett has been real impressed
With the play of halfbacks
Alsotn and Hyman during punt
return drills and the line play
of guards Martin and
Thompson.
The Egles will open their
eight-game schedule in Durham
September gg against Livings-
tone College. After playing
powerful Morgan State
College in' Blatimore October
5, NCC will enjoy a week off
before traveling to Winston. 
'Sa em battle -The return of halfback' to the Rams °etc,
Ohs Carson is certain to helpl _
ber 15.
the Eagles' running game.
Along with running backs Gil-I
bert Smith, Roger Foust, Thur-1
man Jones, Roy Anderson
and Willie Taylor, NCC hopesi
to improve its running attack.,
Quiett, who took over the All-CIAA t a ckle Douglas
reign as head coach May 7 Wilkersen heads the List of
(after spring practice), greeted veteran linemen returning.
52 candidates for pre-season Ha r old Bea t t y, William
drills August 30. During the : Royster, Lonnie Paige, Thomas
first three days of practice,' Cameron and James Smith are
the Eagles worked out in shorts other top linemen back. De-and practiced three times a‘fensive backs Frank Bullock,
• day. Wednesday, they put on Ronald Upperman, Mike John-
heavy equipment and began son and George Smith should
two-a-day drills, give the Eagle forces an
Among the 52 hopefuls re- perienced secondary.
porting, 23 are bona fide letter- Among the top freshmen
men and an additional 14 fresh- reporting are Michael Gabreath
men. The lone loss from the Jarvis Martin, Frank, Sim-
TO DANCE AT COCONUT
—Coming to Memphis to
appear with the Trade
Marks and other entertain-
ers at the Coconut Grove
downs. Martin, named, to
the all-conference first team,
was on the receiving end of 30
receptions for 737 yards and'
four TDs
ex-
on Friday night is Lady
Markeys, the interpretive
dancer. The Coconut Grove
was formerh the Flamingo
Room.
OPEN 24 HOURS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
CURB SERVICE












Wigiets  $ 7.90
32 5-1 4 3 3 Folk $39.60




94 Se. Main 44..r1 co rdi — lernommer— Chem* Are«rots
WIG SERVICE BY LICENSED BEAUTICIANS
TENNESSEE BOARD OF COSMETOLOGY
Pater Pao Met.
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Gov.
Lester Maddox has proposedi
a George Wallace—Richard!
Daley ticket for President.
Maddox said Monday he wouldi
back the former Alabama'
governor and the Chicago may-
or.
Maddox, who had dodged
endorsing Wallace formally for
weeks, said under ques-
tioning by newsmen Monday he
endorses Wallace and will cam-
paign for the Third-Party
candidate.
Of Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey, the Democratic
nominee, Maddox said, "Hum-
Peanut Butter... 25'
Argo Peas  10'
Mayflower Cot 1544-es.
Green Beans 
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Humphrey, Nixon Are His 'Targets'
phrey is dead. His out of
picture. There's no chance
him."
Maddox p r e dieted Hum-
phrey could carry five or sixi
states. Maddox gave Republi-
can Pr e s idential nominee
Richard M. Nixon 30 states,
but said he would campaign
as strongly against Nixon as
against Humphrey.
None of this. Maddox con-
tended, will take him out of
the ranks of the Democratic
Party, something he onces
the vowed never to do.
for He said Wallace "is speak-I
ing the voice of what most
:American people want." The
;Georgia governor introduced
Wallace to a rally Saturday
When asked Monday if his
ellek.',:teilMerateett;,.:t•-•46e, •
Colonial 
19'19t wic I S5 Purchase
Pillsbory—reg. 1. ex •light 8.11.
Biscuits 4 39'
Pillsbury 16-oz.




















Quartered Pork Loin 69c Jack Mackerel
Puff
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Wit It this couple, end per-
ches• of TWO PKGS ef
HYDE PARK •r MAY ROSE
SLICED LUNCH :IATS.










With +is coupon oecl P.'
ehos• of 2 PKGS ef HYDE
PARK HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG BUNS On• ceu
pon to a family. Expit•e.
S•pt, 24+, Atoilobl• Metre
Momphis end W•st Minophis
Only.
Kraft Americas singles 121z.
59c
C lack Sprat 61,1•41.Chunk Tun 
lb  99c
110 FREE QUALITY STAMPS




With this coupon ond put•
cEss s• of 2 16.ol. JARS OF
JACK SPRAT HAMBURGER
SLICED DILL PI PICKLES.
On• coupon too fotody I.•
Ssust. 240,.
not opposing my friend, George
Wallace."
"I'll be going to many places
speak on his be hal f,"
ddox said He later amend
that remark to say he
would stump "on behalf of the
conservatives and a gainst
socialists and liberals.
TOOTHACHII
Don't sutler agony. Get MAL, la seconcia
you get relief from throbbing toetlsoche
Put on — pain's gone. Until you can He you,
dentist, do as millions do—use ONA-111. leo
ommended by many den-






Half Moon Horns. 59c
Kraft 25
Riceland Rice 21' 29c
Patronize
in Albany as "the man I wouldith
support if I were you as the ma
voters of this country." ed
Albany statements Saturday
should be considered an en-
dorsement of Wallace, Maddox











Kraft Grape lam 18 oz 25c
Jack Sprat Yellow lb
Popcorn 
Duncan Hines W.Y.I.C. 11 1 2 01.
Cake Mix 
Evapsrated Milk








Boneless Ham.. lb 99
c
oz Pk
Pork Sausage it.  39c
Round Steak
S. 0. C. US Choice or890
Mayrose Savory Age Heavy Beef
Turkey Roast
49c Hal" n - Volt
uht Cooked Ham   69'
















featuring tlut,..cl rims, the hallmark
of the most expensive china
•
Create a mood for gracious dining
with a table service so fine, you'll
he tempted to display it in a cabi-
net and bring it out only for the
most important occasions Yet
now so inexpensive you can grace
your table with it every day'
* DINNER PLATES
* CUPS * SAUCERS
* DESSERT DISHES
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Brooke Defines Accord With Richard Nixon
HOLLYWOOD —(UPI) -
Sen. Edward Brooke, R-Mass..
said Sunday he had differences
of opinion with Richard M.
Nixon on specific issues but
is in basic agreement with
the Republican Presidential
nominee.
Brooke said Nixon placed
urban problems "about third"
on his list of priorities whereasi
he would put it second only to
settlement of the Vietnam war.
Brooke accompanied Nixon
on a cross country campaign
tour but left to return to Wash-
ington for Senate business.
"I did not leave in any dis-
agreement," Brooke tcld news-
men on KNXT-TV. "Of eourse,
downtown • anion ave.
simatiland mall
fashion specialists in sine
111 to 60 and 16Y2 to 321/




1812 to 321 2
back-bolted shift of acetate
double knit . . . fashionably
accented by it's fob pockets.
you'll by. its easy-wearing
comfort . . . (hoops important
go-everywhere grey brightly
chocked with blue or red.
MAIL ORDERS: add ilOo




of Fall and Winter fashions
•
J DOWNTOWN • 64 50. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVI. • 1992 UNION • 274-206S









Make it perfect. 
Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin




'thing. Basically, I'm in agree-1 Agnew of Maryland as Nixon's,
' ment with him.'' running mate. lie said the'
choice was not dictated by 1
agreement with ' Brooke wan questioned about southerners such as Sen. Stronv
on every- I the selection of Gov. Spiro T.i Thurmond, R-S.C.
— - -- - - - .-- -- -- ----
.47-- i-Cil'ie-49".42'.49""-ia"4"'"r6""47"4"."42-•-0-
ByMon Claire I N C
I I No. llain Court 52713619
Introducing ."The Afro trip"
29" 19" -
Come In And See The All New
"Afro Wig" Only 29.95 See Our
Large Selection Of Wigs & Hair
Pieces. — 100% Human Hair
49.95
CURLEY STRETCH WIGS 19.95
LONG MACHINE MADE WIGS 29.98
wiGLETs 8.95














Au CET FAST SUSSED Ralf PONT ME
MIMS, MUTATION AND SCALIMI OF PSORI-
ASIS YOU NETER T1404.14NT POSSIBLE, ANS
AT A LOW NIICE TUC MU. AMAZE TOO.
PAIJIENI "AIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT .
relieves the itching and Irritation of this
ugly skin trouble. It removes the scales.
dissolves the horny skin. It is cooling and
soothing. It refreshes the shin No matter
how 101Ig you have suffered try PALMER'S
'UM smear OINTMENT, and pt the
list blessed relief you have longed for from




OZ. AT ANY 
ECONOMY SIZE lie 0/3. OTAT 9k
GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
with the gRepioting foamy modieatiero
of "SUN SUCCESS" SOAP. It beauty
bathes 41111. It fights germs that oaten
aggravate bersuirstion ado, ... males
you sure y011'1, nice to be near
PALMER'S '1511 SUCCESS" SOAP.
COMING








FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20th, 1968
9:30 TO 2 A.M.
ALSO
"Soul Organ" Kurl McKinney
and the Memphians All Star Band
NaturIng
* SHIRLEY RICHMOND * JOE PERKINS
Admission 3.00 — All Set Ups & Ice Free
FOR RESERVATION CALL — 527-3810
Club Available For Rental — Dance, Parties
Banquets and Meetings 140 HERANDO ST.
established COOwn Zellarbach
plan whereby an undergrad-
uate recipient may spend the
junior year of college studying
at either the University of
California at Los Angeles,
University of California at
Berkerly or Stanford Univer-
sity, Palo Alto.
Terms of the fellowship
call for all expenses paid
including transportation.
Catherine is graduate of
Griffin High School in Lake
— 1 Providence.
Tire Safety
Never overload tires and besure they have must air forthe load carried.
The advice comes from theRubber Manufacturers Auo-ciatioc which notes that travel
trailers, pickup campers, boat
and tent trailers and motorhomes can be loaded uninten-tionally beyond the rated ca-pacity of the vehicle and tires.
Be sure that tires are of theproper size and ply rating tocarry the maximum antici-pated load including all cargo.
accessories, furniture and other
gear. Under normal operating
conditions, the association rec-
ommended 50 tulles per hour as
a practical, safe speed limit
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TO DANCE IN MEMPHIS
Here are some of the
African dancers who will
I appear here October 1 at
I the Music Hall of The Audi-
torium in a concert spon-
sored by LeMoyne—Owen
College. It will be the first
American appearance for
the 50-member Les Dan-
seurs Africa's, du Sme-
lts'. The sensational group
is composed of dancers, mu-
sicians and singers. Tickets
are now on sale at Gold-
smith's Central Ticket Of-





bigotry is being replaced by
I"code words" with racial im-
plications. And politicians seem
to be taking the lead in subtly'
playing on racial fears.
Concerned about these devel-
opments, Chairman Charles P.
Taft has described campaign
"code words" with racial im-
plications as one of the biggest
concerns of his Fair Campaign
Practices Committee this year.
Executive director Samuel
Archibald lists "law and or-
der" among the suspect phras-
es. Other phrases attracting
committee attention include
"crime in the streets- and
"busing" as related to school
children.
"Over the years the commit-
'tee has developed procedures
to deal with blatant appeals
to racism," according to Taft.
"But it has become apparent
that new forms of racial smear
have developed which are
much more difficult to handle."
In an Aug. 8 letter to major
foundations, seeking funds to
dig into this "new undergrowth
of political racism," Taft did
not name the alleged offenders.
But an accompanyin7 outline
of the proposed study cited
I American Independent Party
'candidate George C. Wallace
by name, saying:
"Wallace certainly is not
alone among the candidates
for president. For seats in the
Congress and for major state
offices in the use of racial
euphemisms in campaign ora-
tory and literature.
"Nor are the oblique appeals
to racial prejudice limited to
,the south and southwest. In
fact, candidates who would
never use the word ''nigger'
nor any of its slurring varia-
tions, are using others terms
which apparently carry a simi-
lar connotation.
"They are using the racial
shorthand in areas of the coun-
try where an outright expres-
sion of racism would bring
immediate social — and poli-
tical — ostracism."
Taft, in his letter asked for
$90,000 to finance the study
of racial code words.
"These forms suggest, ra-
ther than state, the cam-
paigner's intent," he said. "for
instance, instead of saying he
is opposed to open housing, the
sophisticate racist proclaims,
'your home is your castle' and
leaves the rest unsaid.
"We cannot prevent voters
from casting ballots based on
racist sentiment, but we can
spotlight those campaigners
who appeal to that sentiment.
We can, that is, if we point
to an objective study of the
understood meanings of the
campaign code words — the
current shorthi.nd of racial
bigotry."
So far no foundation has of-
fered the money, Archibald
told a reporter. But the study
outline, proposed by Archibald
indicates to some degree the
committee already has come
up with a finding.
, "Sophisticated political ob-
servers realize that 'crime in
i the streets' refers to Negro
crime," it said; "That, 'your
home is your castle' refers to
'Negro pressures for open
housing: that 'school busing'
refers to racial integration of
suburban schools."
I Gr ambling Junior Wins.
$4,000 Grant To Calif. U.
Grambling. La. — Cathe-
rine Marie Cox, a junior mathe-
I
matics major at Grambling
College received a $4,000 fel-
lowship from the Crown Zel-
' larbach Foundation in San
Francisco to study at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkerly.
The San Francisco based
foundation was formed in 1952
and promotes the distribution
of grants for scientific chari-
table and educational pro-
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DEFENDER
Ruffin Sues Motown Organizes New Group
NEW YORK —David Ruffin
former kingpin leader of Mo-
town's high-riding "Tempta-
tions," filed suit against both
the recording company and its
subsidiary, International Talent
Agency in Detroit last Monday,
Sept. 9.
The suit was filed in the
Circuit Court of Wayne Coun-
ty by Ernest Goodman of the
Interracial legal firm of Good-
man, Eden, Robb, Millender,
Goodman and Bedrosian. The
suit seeks a temporary in-
junction restraining both Mo-
town and International from
interfering with Ruffin's at-
tempts to set up a new group
which he will call The Fell-
as." It also seeks from both
companies a full accounting
Of Ruffin's earnings and a
permanent injunction restrain-
ing them from any future in-
terference with Ruffin or at-
tempts to represent him. In
effect Ruffin's suit is the
break-away action from both
Motown and I nternational
which still have contracts on
him.
Ruffin who joined the Temp-






most singlehandedly the hit-
maker of the groups several
"million sellers" and led the
group not only on stage but
also in spirit and know-bow,
having been a successful sole
singer for years previously.
Ruffin points out that the
last time Motown paid him
was after an engagement in
Cleveland on June 23. At that
time he had demanded a cor-
rect accounting of his earnings
in personal appearances and
recording royalties, but none
has ever been given. Instead
he was told two days later
that the rest of the Temp-
tations objected to him and
was summarily fired.
Since then Ruffin states that
be has received no engage-
ments through International
although he has a contract
with the company and no at-
tempt has been made to in-
clude him with the group or
to record him by Motown. In
effect he calls it a sort of
"economic peonage which is
contrary to the 13th Amend-
ment" and inherently unfair.
Hopping mad, Ruffin cur
rently planning strategy at the
Warwick Hotel, here, with his
new mentor C. B. Atkins, while
his former compatriots, the
Temptations, romped at the
Copacabana. Ruffin'x first en-
gagement with his new croup
which includes the three main
liners of the former Cavaliers,
— Jerome Averette, Johnny
Williams and Keith Illidge —
will be at the Regal Theatre




that you've fallen for his

















GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH THIS AD.
Continental Photographers














3 lb or more
Govl trsp Grprie A
FRYERS
4 legged per chicken





With coupon end $5.00 adoptions' Purchase. exclifilln
eelu• ot coupon mesehandle• (fresh milk mileage en
tailraces aloe inteluded in eamellenra.wlik state low).
',coupe eiiiii,..14•41n•edey September13 19611. Owl








plus Top Volvo Stamps













 CkL gi d
Redeem 3rd Week
"CAPER" Coupons
' for 650 Top Value
Stamps plus 74 Cash
Saving NOW! 
Cc:1,v ATIMITITITITITIMIITITIVroger
oss KROGER GRADE 'A' 10
LARGE EGGS DOZ.
4(4
KirIQ9 eA1/1/IMInnala ,Qk 9 e
with this coupon and 55.00 additional purchase, ex-
cluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products.
Good thru Tues, Sept. 17 Limit One.
KROGER SANDWICH
Bread 1-1b. 8—oz. loaf
PLAIN OR SELF-RISING
P.Bury Flour 5-lb. bag
FINE FOR FRYING!




Mrs. Alice 0  Robinson 
Address 1249 Raymond St .
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIPS
AT 743.2630 AND WE'LL SEND
YOU A GIFT CERTIFICATE








are conveniently located at1520 UNION AVE.EASTGATE CENTER









When you ay Kroger Tenderay brand
Beef, the quality is always guaranteed.
No sprays or chemicals ore ever added
to Tend•ray. It is tendered NATURALLY
to rost• best.
Congratulations
Mrs. Rosa P e—y_
A7J tui:13ds iT2e6s 
CALL MRS. 
t,savio Es 42 
HSrePHILLIPSe  AT
'LL SEND YOU
A GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD
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BARGAINS HI UNNEDERMEI PLEDGES
SNITS • 0110A11 • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRIIMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
76 II 178 REAL STREET SA 6-3300-
The Quality Remains ...
Long After The Price Is Forgotten
You'll 1% ear Stacy -Adams shoes
for years--knowing they're the
finest you can buy. Fine hand-
craftsmanship. . .rich styling. ..
luxurious leathers. . . assure you
instant and everlasting comfort-
plus smart good looks that'll carry
you through many seasons.
30/60 DAY CHARGE
Cinnamon Brown. Genuine aligator
lizard. Moccasin overlay front com-
bine with rich brown ampotb calf.
Gored top slip on. Leather lined.
$38°°
Black or Brown polished kid low
blucher, rubber heel, 12 edge sole,




' A day care center will open
:on Oct. 1, at the Mt. Pisgah
_CME Church at 2491) Park ave.,
and children from ages two
through six will be accepted.
• I The center will serve hot
meals, and will be open &Ma
7 a m., until 6 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
For more information, per-
sons should call 324-4812.
Mrs. Lela B. Poindexter is
publicity chairman.
LEO KING
I MONTHS REVOLVING CHARGE
Black only. Black smooth calf and
genuine shark-skin gored. Slip-on,
leather lined, leather rub. hee1.12
edge sole.
$4900 vi4,sinoo
e..76:EASLEY JONES • RAGLAND
99 SOUTH MAIN STREET
When You BY 1st Tire at
GETS NEW POST -
Joseph Stewart, Jr.,, of 1862
Cloverdale Drive, has be-
corn ethe first Negro ap.
planted a Customer Repre-
sentative in the Memphis
I Post Officer, accordizir to
an announcement by Post-




SIST LOCAL BUSINESS MAI
WITH THEIR POTAL PRO
Mr. Sims said. A former
clerk at Hollywood Station
Post Office, Mr. Stewart is









staff workers and administra-
tive officers of LeMoyne-Owen
College took off to the -picnic
grounds Saturday.
There were two picnics, to be
exact. One was held at Fuller
Park from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and the other was at Simpson's
Farm on Horn Lake Road
starting at 4 p.m.
The picnic at Fuller was
sponsored by the student
government for students, facul-
ty-staff members and admini-
strative officers.
The women of New Hope
Baptist Church have set a goal
of $3,500 for annual Women's
Day on Sunday, Sept. 23.
The observance will include
a forum at the morning service,
with Mrs. Resseer of Progres-
sive Baptist Church as speaker
for the afternoon program.
Mrs. Lena Green is chair-
'
man of Woman's Day, and
Mrs. P. King co-chairman.





ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 64450












Pius FE T F.E.T.
6.50x13 22.95 17.21 1.81
6.95x14 23.95 17.0( 1.95
7.35x14 25.95 13.46 2.06















Most Tubeless Whitewalls Only fo3 Mor•
Per Tire Plus Some Tax Per Tire .
FREE Allstate
• Tire Mounting • Tire Inspection
• Flat Repair • Tire Rotation
. Tor Hew Lang: For the life of
2 the original toted.
Mist Hears WM De: Repair
• 7 aid punctures et no charge In
- case of fedora, in exchange for
the tire. Popham it charging
only the proportion of current
regular selling price plum Yd-








-And Your Old Tire
6.50x13 Tubeless Blaekwall, with the Purchase
of 1st Tire at Regular Price
36-Month Guarantee.
Atrainst Wearout
. Construeted of rugged 4-ply nylon cord
. Contoui• safety shoulders for better steering
. Guaraweed by Sears to wear for a full 36
months
°McS17:7ccenc7,T,7,::,7,7,:,;k:i7MWs\Myg• J I ill I
6.6..t... 
....,11.
, -.. ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee - ...-..,-.
,,,,,CI•
66...-
-- Tread Life Guarantee Treed Weer-Oet ...... ...-„,
- Guarantord Against: All fail. Guaranis. ..----•...--.•....--•of um tire resulting from G ..... teed A vilest . Tread •....-.•....-normal road hazards or &Warta ......-.wear -mit. ....--•-----: ' le material or workmanship ...--•Irer Mew Lem: Tt.• number of ....r.,...•-•months specified. ...*-•....c.
What Sears WIN De: la ex. •......-:
awing., for the the. rapines it,






On the Crusader and Safety Highway Tire.
Onl, Lb. Trred I Kir CiA•rantre Applies
4 Wheels Balanced $5




Tires and Flatteries Nolo Available At Thief Satan StoresI S 
1200 Southland Moll 495 2N7.6.Curols1stown
396.5151 • I RCI‘iR 3745 ,I. 0 mew.. 357.0351 • M11.13134611003' Mel I. St It. 02114111181POPLAR THIRD ST. • 2 L".1' MEMPHIS 314 Bromilny 7354740 • i oLunyill.18 NS limy. ITT. Ofi341/13apagallig01/04004570 Poplar 682.7511 906 S. Third 525132;5
The afternoon picnic at Simp-,
son's, .ponsored by the ea;
lege for faculty, staff and ad-
ministrative officers, was sched-
uled before it was realized that l
the student government was




Kodak Instamatic Reflex trot, and interchangeable
Camera features an extend- lenes. It loads quickly with
ed range Compur electronic drop-in 126 film cartridges.
shatter, CdS exposure con-
_  - -
9011111011 HOMY • SI PHOOF•401965, OLD CHARTER Dist c0..1.0iesviU.E, KY.
Tick-tock...tick-tock...
the Bourbon that
didift watch the clock!












FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED MCWDMG
WHITE WALL TIRES 225 CU. INCH ENGINE
RADIO HEATER AND WHEELCOYER$
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
46 YEAIS
















WdIA Teen Town Singers
(1968 Scholarship Winners)
These Graduates Shared More Than
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our condition is often due
to the false idea we have
of the happiness of others."
Churchman.
WEDDING VOWS. . .Cueing
In with the right lines at the
alter of Immaculate Concep-
tion Catholic Church before the
Monsignor M. F. Kearney,
Saturday evening were Audrey
Alexander and Knox Belton
Wray. The bride is the daugh-
ter of the Herbert Alexander.,
Sr., on Wilson and the groom's
the son of the James Wrays,
Angela and her husband, the, Also offering best wishes to
proud expectant father, are! Dr. Warr were Mrs. Minnie
both on the faculty at Albany Harris, Mrs. Kenya Logan,
State College. Elbert and from Chicago, Mrs. Lerah
Angie's mom, Addie (Mrs. Coggins and Mrs. William
William F.) Owen conspired Flower, cousins of Dr. Warr's
with To m in y e to keep the from Chicago, Mr. and Mrs.
shower a big secret and she Arthur Carruthers, Miss Laura,
was properly and happily Thomas and Mr. and Mrs.1
surprised to find Joyce Lynom Alice F a r mer and Mrs.
Young, Danese Hancock Welch, Nevalle Jackson.
Ann Bartholomew Harris, Billie Dr. Warr has been practic-Greene, Lois Stockton, and ing dentistry in Memphis over
Evelyn Shannon who was herJ forty-five years and was a
high school classmate and letter carrier for the U. S.1• visiting from Los Angeles ' Post Office for thirty-one years'
greeting her at the Hayeses' until retirement in 1944. Hei
homestead. has been a member of the
Shower games, hints on rais- 1 First Baptist Church for fifty.
Sr., on Lemoyne Drive Both 
ing the perfect child, buffet six years and is a trustee. 
snacks, party punch, a blue, there. graduates of Father and 
PARTIES, PARTIES, and ,
pink stork on the table,1
Re-
with us while working on the you name and if it originated
Marks-Memphis Ware house in Mexico it was there. ..just
Project and Betsy and Larry leave it to Modean! A popular
were the soul members of the spot was the bar which provid-
Front S t. ca st, "Sweet ed such potables as Tequila,
Making the intimate scene a!' 
,anatsnd other intriguing in-Charity".
beautiful occasion were Modestu l Droppers in included Vera
toxicants.
Harry Thompson, Marie' and George Clark, Mary Eliza-
Branch Minerva Jane Johni- bteh and Howard Robertson,
can, Helen and Longino Cooke, Jean and Robert Yarbrough,
Dot and Walter Evans, Evie Zernia and Jake Peacock,
and Odell Horton, Elsie Wilma and Leonard Campbell,
Malunda, Delores and Harold, Marie Bradford, Helen Thomp-
Lewi s, Sarah a n d Horace son with Robert Mosby, and
Chandler, Joyce and Howard; Yours truly. Getting a re-run of
Pinkston, Willie E. Lindsey,' the gathering the next night
Jr., st0Manr,iaEvaenlydn Danrd. Cwhillarialernivith the honorees were Sarah
Robertson, Eleanor Addison, Chandler 
and her sister Aline
with George Cox, she was onl 
Upchurch.
Velma Lois was re-elected 1are
Bertrand High School, the pretty blue and pink flowers more PARTIES . . . Helen Anni 
igional Director of the Sou -
•
her annual visit from Chicago;
bride is a senior at LeMoyne- 
Ethel Bell, Emma Jean andleastern regional of Alpha Kappa
Carl Stotts, and Art Gilliam,Alpha Sorority at the Bou e
Owen College and the groom
has just returned, thank God,
from a tour of duty in Viet
Nam.
BABY TALK — and formulas ,
were the topics of conversation
when Tommye Kay (Mrs. I
Herbert) Harrison feted Angela]
(Mrs. Elbert) Terry at the
home of her parents, the T. H. I
Hayeses, Jr., with a shower.' 
SLIM AND SLINKY Is the
else* and curvy sequined
covered dress worn here by
Mettle Lawrence. Miss
Lawrence will soon be seen




in blue vases added up to a
nostalgic evening to be re-
membered by Angie.
and Dr. Wesley Groves from L.
A., Robbye (Mrs. James)
Clarke, from Hampton, Va.,Tommye has since left for Faye Proche from L.A., BetsyLos Angeles to visit with her
Anderson from New York Citysister a n d b r other-in-law,
and Larry Vickers from Stan-Helen Ann and Dr. Wesley I ton ,
Virginia, were the inspire-
tion for the bash yours truly
Groves, before she met her
mate Herb who drove from
an Air Force Base in Texas 
got together at our 
abodePotent orange blossoms andto Sacramento where he'll do, dhis dental internship as a Cap- 
aiquiris, an array of assorted
foods, sparkling conversation
with great personalities made
for a good set so it has been nary artist with the mosterst,
reported to us. used her vivid imagination
The Groves were visiting and came UD with a Mexican
her parents, the T. H. Hayeses supper since Velma Lois has
tam n in the Air Force.
I FAMILY REUNION. . .seems
we've just got loads of happy
talk for va. We're always so
appreciative and grateful to
be able to report happiness  and left the following day for just returned from a tour ofthere's so much sadness in the Kansas City. Kansas. where that country. The Thompsonworld. Dr. Jesse J. Warr of they visited his parents. Rob- children, Andreea, Anthony,1165 celebrated his eightieth bye is here visiting her par- Allison, Alicia and Arnold,birthday recently amidst his ents, the Charles Johnsons who inherited the wit andchildren and grandchildren. while awaiting the time when humor of their parents even
her Air Force hubby Jimmy
gets settled in the Phillipines
where she and their son Bobby
will join him, Faye, a mem-
ber of the Southern Christian
We're always so moved by the
words in the Catholic nuptials
"may you see your children's
children" and so it has been
with Dr. Warr who has witnes-
sed the success of his children 
Leadership National Staff wasand share the happiness of
the births of their children. •
On hand te share the joyous
occasion were all of Dr. Warr's
children Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Warr, Jr., from D. C. and
their five children, she's the
former Lucy Brown; Dr. and
Mrs. Richard A. Warr, from
Gardena, California, and their,
two children, she was Dorothyr
1Venson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
E. Warr, from Syracuse, New,
York and their four children,
she's Jessie Bland, Mr. and
Mrs. William Otis Warr, of
our city and their two children,
she was Thelma Hubbard, and
the Warr boys beloved sister,
Mrs. Mildred L. Moore also
of the Bluff City.
111111Pethstemporepreommiereeeppam ,
remained on active duty until
1959 when she began a resi-
dency program in psychiatry
at the Veterans Administration
Hospital, Albany, New York.
She later became chief of
Psychiatric Services at the;
Veterans Hospital in Roseburg,I
Oregon.
COL. C. D. BOWEN
A Negro woman doctor has
*come the first female mem-
ser of her race to attain the
rank of colonel in the United
states Army.
Colonel Clotilde D. Bowen,
U.S. Army Medical Corps, was
promoted to that rank in July.
She is currently assigned as
chief of the Review Branch,
Central Review and Health
Resources Division, Office for
the Civilian Health and Medical
Program of the Uniformed
Services at the Army Fitzsim-
mons General Hospital, Denver,
Colorado.
Colonel Bowen, 45, was born
In Chicago, and raised in
Columbus, Ohio, by an aunt,
and uncle. The uncle, 1st Lt.'
Steven B. Barrows, had been
one of the first Negro officers
in the Army.
Colonel Bowen graduated
from East High School in
Columbus and received a
bachelor of arts degree in bio-
logical science from Ohio State
University in 1943. She re-
ceived her doctor of medicine'
degree fromOhio State Univer-
sity School of Medicine in
1947.
She interned at Harlem
Hospital in New York City in
1947-48, and in 1948-1949 took
her residency in tuberculosis
at Tri-Boro Hospital in the
Queens Medical Center on
Long Island, New York. During
1969-1950, she worked under
a New York State Health De-
partment fellowship in tuber-
culosis at Tri-Boro. From 1950
to 1955, she was in private
general practice and associated
with the New York City Health
Department,
Colonel Bowen entered the
Army: In 1955 as a captain and
She returned to active Army
duty in 1967 as chief of psychia-
try Services and assistant chief
of the Department of Psychia-
try and Neurology at Tripler
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You'll go better refreshed with ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke
has the taste you never get tired of. Always refreshing.That's




Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by,
( 'Of S (011..11 NOTTI.INO CO. Or mr.mram
made a birthday cake from an
enchilada candle e t a 1
and seranaded the honorees
with the famed birthday song.
Food fare included hot
tamales, enchiladas, tortillas,
BIRTHDAY GATHERING ... in Dallas prior to her trip to
SOME folks just know that Vel-
ma Lois Jones and Harry
Thompson share the same natal
day and just gravitate to Ed-
ward Avenue nowing that Mo-
Harry's better half is going to
conjure up something pleasant-1
ly soothing to the palate for
the occasion. And so it was
last Saturday night. Modean,,
who gets our nod for the cull-,I
Mexico.
Can you feel it? Christmas is
already in the air. We felt and
with proper prodding
Sears R o e buck Christmas
Party for the Press in the
Louis XVI Room of the Shera-
ton-Peabody Hotel Thursday
evening. Media folks were
there from the newspapers,
television and radio stations
and were all pleased
Santa Claus with gifts for all
present from the Sears Xmas
IWishbook. Always good to get
with other media people
and swap points of views and
thanks to Sears Roebuck w
were able to do this in a festiv
mood Thursday evening.
FASHION EXPLOSION . .
T'other Sunday found us nar
rating a fashion show for the
Youth Choir of Olivet Baptis
Church. Mrs. Jennie Westbrook
is Advisor of the Youth grou
and the Rev. E. W. William
TODAY'S THE DAY
ODGE is turning up the
er
son is pastor ofthe church.
Models wearing the latest
garbs and sporting natural
hairdos included Ora Ann
Turner, Gwendolyn William-
son, Mrs. Bessie A. Jack-
son, Beverly Steinberg, Moses.
Peace, Cheri), Seaborn, Ernest
W. Williamson, Jr., Jock West-
brook, D en ise Springfield.,
Franklin Ball, Jr., Johnny,
Berryhill, Alice Turner, Evelyni
Gayle Ford, Velma Futrell,'
Ellis Rivers, Jr., Barbara
Westbrook, Mrs. Virginia D.
Brityon, Janet McFerren, and
Mrs. Allene C. McGuire.
CONGRATS TO . . . Rosetta
Miller-Peace. She's received
her fourth promotion in three
years at the U. S. Commission
on Civil Rights Office. She's
now staff assistant to the direc-
tor, Thomas 0. Jenkins. He
succeeded Jacques Wilmore in
!July.
Rosetta's brother, A. A.
,Irvin from Pittsburgh. Penna,
lhas just left his position with
the Pittsburgh Mellon Bank
land Trust Company to join
Ithe staff of the National Bank
of Commerce. His wife and
their child, Kelly Jenene will
be moving to Memphis shortly.
Doris is a Fisk grad.
MEANDERING.. Bill Bartho-
lomew spent much of the sum-
mer touring the famed old art
galleries of Europe and is now
working toward his doctorate
in the history of Art at Johns
Hopkins University.
C And Carol Ann Springer one
e of our honorary Co-Ettes was
here recently visiting her
• parents, the J. D. Springers,
from Washington, D. C., where
she's a Medical Social Worker
at Georgetown, Univ.
H. D. Whalum, Jr., flew
down from his home in St.
Louis to attend the thirty-fifth
anniversary c e lebration:ol
Union Protective Insurance
Company which his late father
founded and of whiclt his
brother Harold J. Whalum is
President. His brother, .ev.
Kenneth Whalum, prdach-
ed the anniversary sermon at
Avery Chapel AME Church, of
which their father was a niem-
Der We've often heard : the
remark, that the company .was
founded by Mr. Whalum, :"on
the alter of Avery Chattel."
The Whalum boys and sister,
Rosemarie Tucker, and her
Slugger were also on hand. to
observe the occasion with their
mother, Mrs. H.D. Whalum. The
other brother, Dr. Wendell Villa-
lum is director of the Music De-
partment of his Alma Mater,
Morehouse College.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Mcflin-
ney, Jr., were here recently
visiting their parents hers are
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Listenhee
and he is the son of Alen Mc-
Kinney. They live in Fort Wash-
ington, Penna, where he is co-
ordinator for computer Pro-
gramming at Univac. She's 'the
former Gloria Home and is
sister to Martha and Dr. -Ar-
thur Earl Horne and he's -the
brother of Sara and Horace
Chandler and Mine and Sam
Upchurch.
The Staples Singers, who're
really real people, were in
town last week recording at
Stax. . .They're the father, Roe-
buck, the son, Purvis and :the
sisters with the beautiful
naturals, Cleo and Marvis. 7
And John Sengstacke, pies-
ident of the Sengstacke putili-
cations which includes our
own Tri-State Defender was
in town last week and the week
before that, to be more sped-
fic.
1969 DODGE POLARA
Big, luxurious and totally new. With such standard items
as foam-padded seats, carpeting, concealed windshield wipers and
a 230-hp VB. All this at a surprisingly low price.
1969 DODGE CHARG
Dodge Charger's the car with a 343% increase in sales. And
you can't do much to improve on success. But look what
we've done. Made Charger still sharper-looking, front and rear.
With a new grille and new taillights. We also added a
new model. Charger Special Edition, with splashes of leather.
and wood-grained luxury.
1969 DODGE CORONET
Some people buy Coronet because it's a good-looking car.
Others buy it because it's a nimble, easy-handling car. But
Coronet appeals to more people because it's the car that's very 2
big for its price. One look proves it. At the Dodge Boys'.
1969 DODGE DART
A brand-new edition of America's favorite compact. Dodge
Dart for 1969. Built for the young and the young at heart.
it doesn't look, ride, perform or squeeze you like a compact
Then why do we call it a compact? The price. Compact all the way.
1969 DODGE MONACO
So you're looking for a more luxurious car than you've ever
owned before. How can you swing it? Meet Monaco for 1969.
The Big Dodge. The plush Dodge. The all-new Dodge. The car :
for the man who wants a luxury car at a standard car price.
Dodge











The 1968 collegiate football,
season gets into full swing this
week with most of the major
elevens seeing action.. Fans
across the nation got their
first look at Tennessees much
talked about synthetic turf
when the Vols roared from be-
hind in the closing seconds of
the game for a spectacular 17-
17 tie with Georgia before a
nation wide television audience
last Saturday afternoon in
Knoxville.
The Orangemen had Lester
McClin
the first appearance of a Negro
in a• varsity football game for
UT. McClain, up from the
freshman team of a year ago,
is from Nashville and appeared
in the State High School
All-Star Game in Nashville
his senior year at Antioch in
1966.
Both coaches, Doug Dickey
of the Vols and Vince Dooley
of Georgia, agreed that the,
Astro Turf had little to do with!
it*
the outcome of the game which
was just as exciting as last
year's TV opener between
Texas A&M and Southern
Methodist. While the new rub-
berized gridiron is still in the
experimental stage, most ex-
perts agree it could very well
be standard turf in the future.
The biggest drawback is the
initial cost, a small matter of
$200,000.
RULE CHANGES
Last year coaches were con-
cerned about the collegiate
rule which prohibited linesmen
other than those on the end of
the line from going down field
to cover on punts until the ball
had been kicked. This rule and
the controversial tackle eligible
pass play helped to influence
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Rules Committee
in the major portion of the 1968
changes.
An informal poll showed
heavy sUpport for several rules
changes since 1967, particular-
ly as they applied to making
officiating easier. The major
move along this line by code-
makers makes it mandatory
that an offensive team have
five men with from 50 through
79 on the line of scrimmage.
Also at anytime a man wear-
ing one of these numbers is
downfield on a pass, he's an
Ineligible r e ceiver. Though
this change kills the old crowd
pleasing tackle eligible pass
pattern it should do away with
sometime officials confusion
on eligible receivers.
Among other rules changes
for 1968: Clock now stop on
all first downs, similar to what'
has been used in high school'
games the past two years.,
Any member of punting team'
can charge at will downfield
on coverage. Team tirneouts
are now one and one-half
minutes instead of the long
customary two minutes. No
player who gives a fair-catch
signal may block during the
down. An interior lineman,
those situated on the line be-
tween the ends, cannot shift
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i to a new position or move his, at quarterback. Shannon has
hands once he has assumed a played in the shadows of Bigthree-or four-point stance. Dickey for three years. The  Blues Open Football Season
11 • • • blocking from the rear on de- addition to his football ability,
Tightened policy on legal 6-2 Shannon, a top scholar in,
aturclay With Kentucky Statefenders inside the so-called is eager to prove himself. Sclipping zone (area four yards "I am optimistic about our •
laterally on either side of the team for the coming year,"
ball and three in front or rear Shannon replied upon direct
query.of the ball). Now the rule
makes it illegal for offensive
player to commit crackback
If he wasn't within five yards
of this tone when the ball was
snapped.
The most popular guess
about length of games in 1968
centered around two hours and
20 minutes up four to five
minutes from 1 a at
year's average This information
should enable amateur foot-




Tennessee A&I will take the
field this week in its opener
against Kentucky State andl
should find what life is like
with the celebrated Eldridge
Dickey now playing for the
Oakland Raiders. Coach John
Merritt, who guided the Big
Blues to a 6-3 record last sea-
son, hopes Joe Shannon can
move and do an adequate job
"It's all up to me, if I can
do my job well, I'm sure we
will have a good year," he
said.
"Shannon can take punish-
ment," Merritt analyzed. "And
he can make the big play when
needed. He will need a little
more pass protection than
Dickey."
Merritt is hopeful that the
shoes of All-American Claude
Humphrey, defensive tackle
from Memphis who is now
playing in the NFL with the
Atlanta Falcons, can be filled
by King Dunlap.
Defensively, the loss of
Humphrey, Tommie Davis and
Ken Brady will make the Big
Blues weaker against the run.
A&I led the nation's small
















' Print Proportioned Pants
Pants JUST-RIGHT FIT AND PRICED SOLOW! Woolco value at its best! Trim, side
zippered, adjustable waist pants with the
new wide-legged look, beautifully tailored
to make a flattering partner for any
sweater, shell, or blouse. The slacks are
polyester/cotton, easy-care construction,
machine washable, never need ironing!
Colors include brown, navy, black, green.
Buy one or several at this amazingly low,
low price!
THE NOW LOOK! Wide legs, bold, dynam-
ic prints! Woolco presents two versions at
way-low prices—but for a limited time
only! Wash 'n' wear cotton, fly front,
patch pockets for real sporty snazz! Dai-
sy-print in brown with orange, pink with
gray, green with gold. Paisley in brown or
navy. Sizes 6-16. Let Woolco put you in






Long Sleeve, some with
Modollibiss. I. sixes 6-18.
599
Turd* Nock. In o veld. selection of
colors. Slits, S-M-L-XL.
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER





2-PC. SHIRT & MESH
HOSE SET 100% cotton
broadcloth blouse. Knee-hi
mesh stockings. White, blue,




"Strollerette" in 65% Da-
cron® polyester, 35% cotton.






. . "Galey & Lord" 50%
polyester/50% combed
cotton. Special "Soil Re-
lease" finish. Box Pleats
. . . 80% Wool, 20% nylon,
elasticized cinch waist-







football mentor, is spending Between practice sessions,
come in the changed attitude
Coach John A. Merritt, Ten- meet," Merritt continued, of his most promising sopho-
nessee A&I State University's
I more, Al Davis.
his time alternating his out- Merritt watched his new iso- --
look between -gloom" and genic conditioning framework'
"glitter" for his season that •being installed.
opens Sept. 21 in the 16,000-
"Like every other team 
"When this equipment isseat W. J. Hale Stadium.
in the area, we can't keep 
completed, I think the boys will
like getting into condition
enough of our first stringers more than ever.
off the injured list to have "By working against the
some continuity in our prac-
tice," Merritt complained. 
static weight and force, they
a m"Every time we 
will reach the proper muscle
back, we lose another player
tone with inimum of time
in a key spot," he moaned. 
and effort, almost without
'breaking into a sweat," the
LeMroeympmhiositob nrn
has recovered' P 
e  e  d  s  ter coach explained.
But it is not all gloom on
from a pulled hamstring mus. the Big Blue's practice field.
de, but sophomore flanker Co-captain James Menai*
David Davis is still out with'who has his right leg in a cast
the same ailment. from his ankles to his thigh
that protects a damaged knee,
"Overall, I don't believe, beamed, "Don't count me out
the boys are getting into on opening day. I think Ill be
game condition as fast as in uniform and playing."
they should. We open against Marsalis and Harry Capen-
Kentucky State. This is the, ter share the same optimism.
school's oldest rivalry, and But they will have to wait
the Little Brown Jug Classic, until the casts are removed and
Game. Kentucky is always a medical decision given.













3:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Avery F. Davis
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faculty banquet at Tennessee ly elected president of the Physical Education and Recre-
State University last week versity, is listed among the ation. Frederick H Benford,
disclosed the addition of 38 new,aew faculty as professor of 
B.A1.1,forGduilfou
Math.-faculty members, the return Agricultural Education as well 
ui ord College;
Ma Ite"
matics. Donald Corbett, B.S.from leaves of six and the as president of the university. Lincoln U n I v crafty; M.S.,transfer of five faculty mem- He addressed the group at the University of Illinois; Health,
bers to new posts. banquet which was held in the Physical Education and Recre-
ation;Dr. William N. Jackson, newly opened addition to the  
Mrs. June M. Crawfrod,
B.A., S o uthern University; Art. Luther Kindall, B.S., M.S.,Student Union.dean of faculty, announced M.A., Peabody College; En- Tennessee State University;that Dr. Edward C. Lewis Other new faculty are: Dr.1 nab' Psychology. Edward A. Mar-
returns to head the Music and Patricia G. Hull, B.S., Iff.S i 
Martin 0. Descheoes, B.A., tin, B.S., North Carolina A 
Fuie Arts Department from Auburn University; Ph. D..,' 
University of Montreal- M.A. ME., Temple University;
River College; M.A. Vander- Health, Physical EducationAlabama State College where he Georgia Institute of Tech- but; French. Herbert M. Hol- and Recreation. Miss Rosemarywas Dean of faculty. nology; Physics. Dr. Audrey E. lowaY, B.A., Talladega; M.A., Laskett, B. A., M. A., Peabody
Fisk; M a t h emetics. MissLewis, B.S., M.S., University
are Donald E. Barrett, associ- of Illinois; Ed. D., Peabody nett College; M.A., Scarrett Bsmania University; M.A., Alphonso Cartwright, A.B.,ate professor of music; Mrs. College; Health, Physical Edu- College; M.A.. Colorado State Wyoming University; Econom• Tennessee State; M.A., WesternErma Dozier and Mrs. Vesta cation, and Recreation. Dr. University; English. John R. ics. Mrs. Jyotsna Parachuri, Reserve University; ModernWheaton, assistant professor Ruby W. Martin, B. A., Ben-
professor College; M.S., South Caro-of music;
Erma Dozier and Mrs. Vestailina State; Ed. D. Syracuse;
38 Added To Tennessee State Faculty; Six Back From Leave
B.A., Queen Mary's College;
M.A., University of Madras;
History and Political Science.
NASHVILLE — The annual Dr. Andrew P. Torrence, new see State University; Health Jones, B. A., Shaw University;
M.S., Tennessee State Univer-
sity; .Counselor, 13-College Pro-
Yaw Chin Ho, B.A., Soochow
University (Taiwan, China),
M.A., Vanderbilt; Mathematics.
Theodore J. Jones, B. A.,
Xavier Univ ersity; M.A.,
Michigan State University;
Miss Asalean
A.B., Eastern University; M.A.,
Tennessee S t a te; English.
George W. Speer, A. B., Emory
University; M.A., Vanderbilt;
Modern Foreign Languages.
Reed Strauss, A. B., Columbia
University; Philosophy. James
E.   Williams, B.S., M.A.,
Ohio State University; M.A.'
University of Wisconsin; Mod-
ern Foreign Languages.
Springfield,
College; English. Madhusud-Returning from study leaves 
Part-time m e mbers are:Helen R. Houston, B.A., Ben- hens R. Paruchuri, B.A.,
Wheaton, assistant professors
of English; Richard A. Hogg,
assistant professor of biology;
The A m erican University;and Mrs. Rubye P. Torrey,
Mathematics. Dr. Frank D. 
A new precision Kodak singleassociate professor of chem- lens reflex camera which coin-
istry. Purnell, B.A., Alcorn; M.S., bines an automatic electronic
ew Camera Features
Foreign Lang uages, Mrs.
Ruthie L. Jackson, B.S. Ala-
bama A&M College; L. LB.,
Howard University; Business
Administration. Mrs. Judith F.
Lee, B.A., M.A. Stanford Uni-
versity; Modern Foreign Lan-
guages. Mrs. Hazel L. Wright,
to 20 seconds, depending upon A.B., M.A., University of Michi-
lighting conditions. gan, Modern Foreign Languag-
Ed. D., University of Okla- shutter, CDS exposure control, Two symbols on the camera's 
es
Dean Jackson also announced lens mount aid in rapid selec-hom a , Health and Physicalidrop-in 126 film cartridge load-1 Technicians are: Miss Jore-that Dr. S. R. Londhe 
ing' 
and the convenience of tion of the proper exposure Itn" a Bryant, B.S., Fort ValleyEducation. Dr. Gul M. Telwar, 
'
range for cloudy or bright suntransfer from agricultural seven interchangeable lenses State College; M.S., Tennessee
Reading. Dr. Louis C. Marshall,
B. S., Howard; M.A., Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania; Ph.D.,An Electronic Shutter
i B.S., University of Kahul; B.S.,Ihas been announced by East-education to business adminis-
I M.S., University of Wyoming;tration; Mrs. Pauline James'
Ed. D., Oklahoma State Uni-from nursing education to 
versity; Agricultural Econom-psychology; M r s . Mildred
ics. Dr. Jeanne M. Toney, B.A.,crouch, psychology to Counsel- 
ing Center: Dr. P. J. Gunter, 
Ohio Wesleyan; M.A., Ph. D.,
health, and physical education
to administration, curriculum
and instruction; Calvin Crawl,
Counseling Center to psycholo-
y.
Of the 38 new faculty mem-
bers, Dean Jackson said that
29 are fulltime; four are part-
time; and five are technicians.
Ohio State University; History.
Dr. Mary C. Torian, B.S., fers an automatic available-
Tennessee State University; M. light exposure range of 1,340,
Ed., Wayne State University; co to 1.
Ed. D., New York University; A photographer has only to
Business Education, set the desired lens aperture,
Carl D. Awsumb, B. Arc.,
University of Kentucky; Archi-
tectural Engineering. James
I. Bass, B.S., M. Ed., Tennes-
man Kodak Company.
The Kodak Instamatic Re-
flex Camera features a Compur
extended-range electro nic
shutter which when combined
with the 50mm f/1.9 lens, of-
focus the camera, and snap
the picture. A CdS cell and
electronic circuit determine
the correct shutter time auto-







RUM $e PROOF MR BOSTON DISTIWP INC NOVON MASS
1.4
conditions.
Focusing is directly through
the taking lens, on ground
glass brightened by a Fresnel
lens, or by a split-image
rangefinder. Parallax problems
with close-up subjects are
eliminated. An instant-return
mirror provides subject view-
ing with no after-exposure
black out.
A needle in the viewfinder
indicates the shutter speed
determined by the CdS ex-
posure control. Speeds from
numerals. A bracket indicates
when exposure will be longer
than 1/30 second, and the
needle dips below 1/500 to
indicate that the lens aperture
is too large for existing light
conditions. A battery checker
, is also visible in the finder.
' The Instamatic Reflex
; Camera is supplied with either
the 45mm 1i2.8 Xenar lens,,
the 50mm f1.0 Xenon lens, orl
without lens. Both lenses have
depth-of-field indication and
scales showing focus in both
feet and meters.
The f/2.8 Xenar lens features
an interlock which couples the
diaphragm to the focusing
scale so that pictures taken
with a flashcube in the 5 to
23-foot range receive the proper
exposure automatically.
In addition to the flashcube
socket, the Instamatic Reflex
shutter automatically operates





Old line manufacturing com-
pany, established over 56
years has three immedic..te
openings in Memphis for proven
salesmen calling on schools,
institutions, commercial busi-
ness, selling cleaning com-
pounds and maintenance sup-
plies, starting guarantee, train-
ing, incentive inrome, profit
sharing. Exceptional income
potential-Reply with as much
information as possible-per-





Kansas City, Missouri 64108
FIRE KING OVENWARE 1
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French CUSTARD DISH FREE
WITH COUPON BELOW AND $5 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
BUILD A COMPLETE SET Other Pieces 
Available
For Only 774 ea
Hyde Park Eggs with Coupon below and $5 Additional Purchase
EGGS
OLEO 2-19c
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State; History and Political
Science. Witham H. Butler,
B.A., Sciences.Fisk; Biological
Mrs. Therese E. Green. B.A.,
Vassar College; Home Eco-
nomics. Miss Alberta H. Sal-
fell, B.S. Tennessee State; Bio-
logical Sciences; and James





Two persons have been in-
vited to the New Tyler AME
Church at 568 Carpenter st. to
speak at the annual Men
and Women's Day observance.
The guest speaker at 11 a.m.
will be Miss Erma L. Clanton,
a member of St. John Baptist
Church Vance and a teacher at
Melrose High School.
Speaking at the program at
3 p.m. will be Rev. N. A. Craw-
ford. The public is invited.
Chairmen of the programs
for Men and Women's Day are
Mrs. Ruby Bulls and C. W.
Bowen.
Rev. J. C. Miller is pastor
of the church.
Mr. Agnew who will then make, 
ploiting the Negro.. be forwarded to Mr. Nixon and
personally addressed replies, 
that blacks do the dirty work
"There is no question bur
I Ninth District Congressman!,
1
Dan Kuykendall and Seven
7aothnd whites wear the coats,u--
th 
he told 2,000 executives at thi
annual convention of the"
American Hospital Association-
in Convention Hall. ..
Hospital executives run their
all local Republican candidates instutitions " Autocratically,'1-
discuss the issues with them the black 
ghettos, Young said.
will be on hand so voters can and with "cheap 
labor" from
personally. Whenever they do anything
a drawing forThere will be ' 
to help Negroes, they do it
because its "cheap,' and not




The civil rights leader ac-
knowledged that the nation's
hospitals are now training Ne-
groes for technical and semi-
professional jobs.
I This special event will be
held at Republican Headquar-
ters Cleveland at Monroe 3c1
Fashions For Mattie Lawrence
All the talk about skirt
lengths and new fashion sil-
houttes doesn't move pretty
Mittie Lawrence one bit. It's
easy to see what directions the
lines take in her evening attire.
They follow every curve of her
shapely body.
Whether it's out for a "night
on the town" or filling a sing-
ing engagement, Miss Lawrenc&
likes her "special °cession"
dresses long, slim and slinky)
Republicans Will
Answer Questions
The Republican Party of floor, Post Office Building froth;
Shelby County will offer voters,5:30 t° 8 p.m., on Friday,
an opportunity to receive per- 
September 20.
sonal replies to their questions 
on presidential election issues 
Young Chargesfrom r e publican nominees, 
Richard M. Nixon and Spiro Hospital 'Use'
opening of the Republican Black People
;Headquarters to be held Fri-
day, September 20.
T. Agnew, at the official grand
The voter will record his
questions on tapes which will
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. -41
(UPI) — Whitney M. Young Jr,..
executive director of the Ur-
ban League Monday accused'
the nation's hospitals of ex
District Congressional Candi-
date, John T. Williams, and
likes the black crepe number
that creates an all in one look
that makes hex feel expecially
elegant and feminine. The slim,
sleek lines are broken by the
fullness of fluttering ostrich
feathers circling the narrow
body-hugging skirt and the long
slim sleeves.
Making a complete switch
from covered to bare, Miss
Lawrence selects another long,
slim favorite, but this time
I After completing her filming ,
schedule on the Hollywood set,'eav---lea her arms 
and shoulders
hare. The straight streak of 'me
of the William Wyler-Ray Stark late-eve tresses on the Hollywood scenening elegance is ablaze 
production of "Funny Girl" a with glittering glamour Hun Mittie Lawrence highly recom!
Columbia Pictures' release, mends yards and yards ofdreds of hand-sewn sequins
Miss Lawrence took time out - fluffy feminine marabou. foradd a straight line of bright
to be photographed in a few 
ness to her close and curvy the complete look of eveningnt her favorite looks for eve- glamour. though he has differences ofrung 
, dress, in white. Black beads
and bright jewels form a dia- For an evening wrap-up the opinion with 
the 
Republican
Following every body curve,' mond patterned hemline and stole she likes best is photo- Presidential nominee on sped-
Mittie Lawrence especially i add a definite mark to the low, graphed here in soft white fic issues.
whispy fealiers. For after dark
^ sliion dram Millie Lawrence
tosses it high under her chin,
or, at times, leaves it loose to
barely touch her beautiful un-
covered shoulders.
revealing decollete.
Known as the girl with the
ready smile, and the mother
of two small children, Miss
Lawrence will make her second
film appearance in "Funny
Girl" scheduled for a New
York gala premiere, in Sep.
tember, 1968. Barbra Streisand
stars in the film and recreates
the role she made famous on
Broadway, in a record break-
ing run, for Columbia Pictures
A native of Los -Angeles and





Sen. Rdward Brooke, R-Mass
said he is in basic agreement











111Rik.N1 KD -- COLORED DISALLs I
4111 1125 deasers. $500 invertment se-
tae &ales and dervIce of new name At Fair
awild by merchandise required Salsa
Illfgarlease helpful. We will train and
St 1a organ1Mng your own busl-
oad& Poe information Call 324-6107
• =LP WANTED, FEMALE
3 Moat appearing ladles with car tohelp with our fall rural of business.
Thrills hours day or evening.
1135 per week. One manager operand.Write C. C. Broyle




Mot Philo Drive IM
1217 M. Beelcves
FOR SALE
New and Used Furniture & Appliance.
We eamp notes on used merchandin
Cali: Owls& Furniture & Appliance
527-6133
MR LINE PASJ11ON need. 3 wan-
es in this area to oboe/ nationally
advertised lines. Free clothing plus
profit. No canvassing or collecting
Usa of car necessary.
Phone 398-7634 after 5 p.m.
BUSINESS FOR SALE
• BAKERY
HOLLYWOOD and CHELSEA —
Only One in area. During good busi-
ness. Will show books. Practically
all new equipment. 515.000 with
$10000 down.
ctieries Moore 357-3333







2924 Walnut Grove Road
NORTHWOOD PARK
APTS.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. Wired for
4-C Water furnished. Off street park-
lee Ur. Avant. 1146 Breedlove
alit 240. U.
J. D. MARKS REALTY
COMPANY
62 N. MAIN STREET
JACKSON 5-1796
HOME AND BUSINESS
Living Quarters with Grocery Store
Fixture. Can be handle on Terms.
1519 N. Tresevant
Charles Moore 357-333 or 323-4024
I. F. Hubbard 278-0959
—Shutterbugs will have their
day at the 1968 Mid-South Fair.
Tuesday, September • 24, has
been designated Camera Day
and anyone carrying a camera
will be admitted free up to 5
rn
Camera Day is hoped to en-
courage all who are interestedL
in photography to enter photo-I
graphs in the Fairground,
Photography Class of the Pho-
tography Exhibit. All entries
for this class must consist of
black and white photographs
taken on the Fairgrounds be-
tween the Fair opening on
September 20 and 10:00 p.m.,
Wednesday. September 25.
The deadline for receipt of
these entries is 6:00 p.m., Fri-
day. September 27, at the Coli-
seum Art Gallery. Winners
I will be displayed at 10:00 a.m.,
'Saturday, September 28.
Exhibitors who submit en-
tries must agree to make their
negatives available to the Mid-
South Fair for promotional use
by the Fair. For each negative
chosen -the exhibitor will be
paid 03.
Winners in this class will
receive $15, first place; 010,1
second place; $5, third place,
and a ribbon for honorable .
mention.
Co-chairmen of the eyed
are Miss Nadia Price and Mrs.




Day To Be Observed
Foreign Missionary Day will
be observed at the Ford Chapel
AME Zion Church in a pro-
gram to be given there on
Sunday, Sept. 22, at 2:30 p.m.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Emma Jackson. The
public is invited.
The Rev. Mrs. Amanda
Ballard is pastor of the church.
• ENJOYABLE SUMMER PROJECT —
Some 210 children in the Brunswick,
Shadowlawn, Old Brownsville and adjoin-
ing communities learned to swim this sum-
mer in Saturday trips to the Naval Air
HONORING DR. KING —
When Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., was killed in
Memphis last April, Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Hendricks of
"THAT'S GOOD"-----The "boss" rallteollfitlY says "okay" tocopy presented by two of his clerical aides. Front left to right
standing are: Marylou Toles and Christine Woods, shown in sits-
lion with their employer, William Loeb, seated. Bill Loeb
is in the forefront of Memphis businessmen who ore giving •m-
ployment to Negroes and other ethnic minorities in his network of
enterprises for Memphis and the Mid-South.
-WELL DOME, MAM"-----That is the message of the 'smiles on
the faces of Charley Holmes, left, and Hiram Hill, as they shake
hands to congratulate each other or their positions as drivers for
the famed Loeb's Laundry-Cleaners, the city's oldest and largest
such firm.....and over the praise they received when they demon-
strated sterling character among Loeb drivers, after finding a
sizeable sum of money in one of the Loeb trucks and dutifully re-
porting it.
"READY"---That's the pose and expression of 1401111111 Epps, one
of the efficient and growing number of Nearo drivers and route-
men employed by the huge chainof loundriesand cleaners operated
by William "Bill" Loeb, owner and operator of Memphis's and
the Mid-South's largest and oldest laundry cleaner.
TENNESSEE PIT BAR B-0
Station at Millington, funded by the War on
Poverty Committee. The children gathered
each Saturday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman Smith and the Brunswick and
Shadowlawn schoo's where they caught one
Detroit made plans to place
flowers at the spot where
he was assassinated. The
former Memphians are seen
here on the balcony of the
Lorraine Motel placing






of four buses. After swimming classes, the
children were fed by the Navy. Funds for
the project were approved by WOPC after
Mr. Smith suggested it, and WOPC paid




The City of Memphis Hospi-
tal School of Nursing Alumnae
will present its annual Fall
Fashion Revue on Sunday, Sept.
29, in the Skyway of the Shera-
ton-Peabody from 6 to 9 p.m
Miss Eunice Carruthers will
be the narrator.
Appearing as soloist will be
Miss Barbara Perry, the popu-
lar Memphis vocalist.
Models will include Mrs. Eve-
lyn Barbee, Mrs. Joan Strick-I
land, Mrs. Ruthie Lagrone,'
Mrs. Emma Mitchell, Mrs.
Club in the communities last February to




















Tickets will be two dollars'
each, and may be purchased'
from any member of the or- 1
ganization.
Proceeds will be used for a
scholarship in nursing for a
student.
Mrs. Margie Whitney is presi-
dent of the organization.
A question like "What is the "Bill",j-oeb Difference" con bring up a lot of
comments. ,Som• folks might say, "Well, he's a very nice guy." Others
might say, He's a good businessman." And so forth and so on.
But such descriptions don't say too much about what makes "Bill Loeb
different." It takes other words...more words. For instance: William "Bill"
Loeb is a top echelon Memphis and Mid-South businessman. His laundries
are the best-known and most prosperous in the city. They are outgrowths of
one of the South's oldest and largest laundry firms in its field. The Loch's
Tennessee Pit Bar-B-Q qn increasingly important chain of first-class
Bar-B-Q outlets..,..,.have already become Memphis' headquarters for good
eating. The Loeb •nterprises...most importantly..„.provide good-paying em-
ployment to hundreds of black and white Memphians. Loeb employees find
their "work satisfactory and 'boss understanding' and the wagon-wheels of
progress keep rollin' along." Negroes working for Bill Loeb have the im-
portant incentive of opportunity and promotion to managerial and supervi-
sory positions, as rewards for efficiency and reliability. At a time of in-
creasing •mphasison job opportunities for M•mphions, regardless of race,
color, or cree, Bill Loch has long since set a pace and pattern and remains
in the forefront of those ready and willing to meet this trend. That gives
Bill Loeb, a man who bs been formally train•d for business and leadership
the right to the designation 'there is a difference'...,.,,,ypnd with the answer
to the opening question being..„ 'That which makes Bill Loeb different has
just been •xplained is out front' among Memphis business
me !
CAN I HELP YOU? That is the ever-ready question on the smil-
ing face of Mrs. Henrietta Davis, who serves Losib's Bar-B-Q to
customers at Loeb's Bar-B-Q, Humber 19, located at 1061 South
Third Streist. Mc.s. Davis convinces her customers that she Is a
nice person to know
"ME LCOME ss Vivian Shelton, manager of
Losib's Bar-B-Q, Humber 30, at 760 Chelsea Ave., presents on
Expression that simply says "Welcome in a great big manner. She
is the efficient manager of one of the many units of the Loob's
Bar-B•Q chains in Memphis.
WALK Bruno IN--Every customer who enters Lortb's Bar-B-Q,
Number 23, located at 825 Mississippi Blvd., and takes a look
at Mrs. Louise Cox as sh• prepares to serve them, sw• the im-
pression that she is glad to sire them enter the door. That easily
put- a non in a mood to, eating. And Mrs. Cott looks like the
kind of person who serves a good and tasty meal. She is only oneof the many ethnic members employed in the multiple Lock en-
terprises in Memphis and the Mid-South.
OEB'S
A NDRY• CLEANERS
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